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1 Prewar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, two 603 Pullman coaches, and a 604 observation. One 603 has a dinged window
divider, 604 has repainted air tanks, and roofs are repainted. Trains look C6.

2 Modern era Greenberg’s Lionel Catalogues, six volume set. Books cover 1902 to 1969, C8-9. Nice set of books.
3 Nice grouping of vintage toys and newer small scale trains. Charley Weaver battery operated bartender toy C6-7. Marx
lithographed pressed steel/tinplate Roadside Rest Service Station with an ALL METAL..... pressed steel delivery truck coin
bank. Station is illuminated, truck has a wooden wheel that has a small piece missing, toys look C6+. Modern era Atlas
HO Minneapolis and St. Louis diesel switcher and four freight cars, C7-8. Modern era High Speed No. 418 Southern
Pacific diesel loco, No. 421 Southern Pacific/D&RGW cattle car, and No. 419 Southern tank, C9, three 418 locos in OB
and 425 Rio Grande hopper in OB, C9-10.

4 Prewar Lionel O gauge passenger cars in green with red plates, windows, and doors. Trains have nickel journals and air
tank ends. Trains look C6.

5 Prewar American Flyer wide/standard gauge, three semaphores, two crossing gates, and two flashing crossing signals, C6.
One crossing gate has a little repainting to cover and lamp hood has a little casting fatigue. One flashing crossing signal
has casting fatigue to lamp covers.

6 Prewar American Flyer wide/standard gauge, street lamps, semaphores, water tanks, and signal. Repainting, missing
pieces, repro pieces, etc. Still nice lot for the operator. Lot generally looks C6-7, sold as is with no returns.

7 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, repainting/redecorating, broken shells, missing pieces, surface rust, etc. Lot generally
looks C6-7, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. X2454 Baby Ruth, X3464 NYC, X6454 NYC, X6454 Erie,
3386 Bronx Zoo giraffe car, 6044 Airex, 6014 Frisco, 2855 Sunoco, 6445 Fort Knox, 6111/6121 pipe/log, 6555 Sunoco,
6119 DL&W, X3454 PRR Merchandise, 2452 PRR, 6025 Gulf, 6456 LV, 6519 Allis Chalmers.

8 Postwar Lionel O gauge 44 U.S. Army missile launcher, 212 Santa Fe diesel Alco A unit, 602 Seaboard NW-2 diesel
switcher, 610 Erie NW-2 diesel switcher. 44 has nicked shell, tiny touchups. 602 has splotchy finish around cab on one
side. Trains look C6.

9 Postwar Lionel O gauge caboose with some boxes, some of which are missing a flap, otherwise square and solid.
Cabooses look C6-8. 6017, 6257, two 6357, and 6417 PRR. 6257-25, 6357, 6357, and 6417-50 boxes included.

10 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3562-75 ATSF barrel car, 6672 SFRD reefer, 6464-50 M.&St.L. boxcar, 6352 PFE ice car, 6822
track maintenance, 3460 trailer van flatcar, 6816 flat, 6800 flat, 6802 flat, and 6457 caboose, C6-7. 6822, 6672, and 3562
-75 original boxes included with light wear, tape repair, square and solid with no missing flaps.

11 MTH modern O gauge cabooses in OBs. Ten cars include 91013 Union Pacific, 91028 Hill Crest, 91018 Santa Fe, 91077
Southern Pacific, 91015 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range, 91049 Pennsylvania, 91063 Burlington, 91075 Erie, 91051 Santa
Fe, and 91043 M&St.L. Cars are C8-9 with some shelf dust, OBs have some light shelf wear.

12 MTH modern O gauge cranes and crane tenders in OBs. Nine cars include Union Pacific 98284 crane and 98288 tender,
98298 Pennsylvania cane and 98302 tender, 98222 Great Northern crane and 98224 tender, 98297 Rio Grande crane and
98301 tender. Also included is 7931 Union Pacific American crane. Cranes are C8-9 with some shelf dust and one or two
missing handles to raise and lower the booms. OBs have some light wear and dust.

13 MTH modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Sixteen cars include 93037 New York Central gold boxcar, 80002D DAP
Christmas boxcar, 80001C DAP Union Pacific caboose, 98205 Union Pacific Jordan spreader, 90006e Great Northern
boxcar, 90006d Great Northern tank car, 93248 MTH 25th anniversary boxcar, 7929 Great Northern rotary plow, 74219
MTH 25th anniversary boxcar, 91070 Rock Island caboose, 98208 Pennsylvania snow plow, 98207 Union Pacific snow
plow, 98126 Burlington flat with trailer, 98128 Rio Grande flat with trailer, 98129 Milwaukee Road flat with trailer, and
98130 M&St.L flat with trailer with broken brake wheel. Trains are C8-9 with some shelf dust. OBs have some light corner
and edge wear.
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14 K Line, Atlas, and Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Eleven cars total. K Line cars include 692-1391 Rock
Island depressed center flat, 616-1751 New York Central caboose, 613-1491 Rio Grande caboose, 612-1371 Milwaukee
Road caboose, 6427 it’s a Girl boxcar, 7740-111 Rock Island and JB Hunt Road Railer two pack, 613-1391 Rock Island
caboose, and 761-1753 New York Central boxcar. Atlas O car is a 6615 Burlington Northern freedom caboose, and the
Lionel car is a 17617 Rio Grande caboose. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have some light shelf wear.

15 Modern O gauge trains. Mixed lot including two Weaver 60’ aluminum California Zephyr sleeping and dining cars.
Williams Burlington E-7 dummy B unit, Weaver Nebraska boxcar with broken truck, Williams New York Central brass
caboose, Franks Roundhouse Union Pacific stock car, Lionel 9228 Canadian Pacific operating boxcar, Right of Way?
Union Pacific coal hopper, Lionel 8350 USS switcher, Lionel 6905 Nickel Plate caboose missing stack, Lionel 6510 Union
Pacific crane, and Atlas Union Pacific bobber caboose. Trains are C7 to C8+ See photos for best description.

16 Lionel and MTH accessories. Includes Lionel 24153 railroad control tower, 12722 Lionelville diner, two 50-1019 MTH
Proto 2 battery chargers, and 11028 scale water tower. Items are C8 to C10.

17 Mixed lot of Lionel and American Flyer prewar, postwar, and modern accessories and transformers. Highlights include
Flyer 18B transformer missing lenses, Lionel LW needing a new cord, thirty one die cast figures of various scales and
vintages, four 154 highway flashers, 91 circuit breaker, 10 Marx signals, towers. Lionel prewar crossing gate and telegraph
posts, two American Flyer highway flashers, modern Lionel flag pole MTH Lionel Corporation items include two 11
-90041 550 figure sets, two bumpers without boxes, and 11-90037 163 freight set. Lot sold as is shown in the photos.

18 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19952 Railroaders Club boxcar, 19952 Railroaders
Club boxcar, 19437 Railroaders Club flat with trailer, 19927 visitors center boxcar, 19932 visitors center boxcar, 19940
Inside Track vat car, 19934 visitors center boxcar, 19965 Railroaders Club aquarium car, 19437 Railroaders Club flat
with trailer, and 19935 Railroaders Club tank car. Cars are generally C8 with some run time and OBs with some
light wear.

19 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16129 Alaska tank car, two 17223 Milwaukee Road
boxcars, 17307 Tropicana reefer, 16674 animated gondola, 16682 horse car, 16124 Pennsylvania Salt tank car, 17109
Norfolk and Western hopper, 16397 Milwaukee Road I beam flat, and 16677 flat with Navy submarine. Cars are
generally C8 with some run time and OBs with some light wear.

20 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16390 Lionel flat with tank, 16660 Lionel Fire ladder
car, 16907 flat with tractors, 17311 REA reefer, 16133 Santa Fe reefer, 16690 Bugs Bunny and Sam outlaw car, 16554
Grand Trunk caboose, 16658 Erie Lackawanna crane car, and 19476 Lionelville Zoo gondola. Cars are generally C8
with some run time and OBs with some light wear.

21 Postwar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, one 2037 is missing a pilot step and has oxidation and rust, sold as
is shown with no returns. 6466T has corner of shell missing. Trains look C6 area. Two 2037, 224, 681, 6026W, 6466T
with whistle, 2466WX, and 6466W. Partial 2037 and 6026W OB included.

22 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, some missing some flaps, tears, tape repairs, etc. Trains look C6-7.
6012 gondola in 2452 OB, 3474 WP boxcar, 3620 rotating searchlight car, 6562-1 canister car, 3456 N&W operating
hopper, 6462 NYC gondola, three 6465 Sunoco tanks, 6017 caboose, 6357 caboose, 6419-50 wrecking car.

23 Twelve home/handmade O gauge boxcars and gondola in various livery, various coupler styles, and various truck assembly
styles. Trains should clean to look C6-8.

24 Modern era reproduction of prewar Lionel 203 armored car and ammunition car. Loco is unmarked and of modern era
construction, C8. Ammunition car is a restored prewar car, C6.

25 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 8 boxcab electric locomotive, restored to C6-7.
26 Prewar Lionel standard gauge freight cars, restored to C7 area. Five 511 flatcars with lumber loads and two 512 gondolas
with coal loads.

27 Modern era home/hand made freight cars. Three are G scale with LGB chassis?, and home/hand made bodies, one missing
couplers. Fourth car has Lionel standard gauge couplers and truck assemblies, home/hand made body. Trains look C6-8.
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28 Prewar Lionel standard gauge freight cars with repainting, rust/oxidation, missing trim/parts, etc. Items are sold as they are
shown in the photos with no returns. 214 boxcar, 512 gondola, 218 dump car, 520 searchlight car, 11 flatcar, and 12
gondola. Some cars are excellent restoration candidates, some look nice as is.

29 Prewar Lionel standard gauge freight and passenger cars, restored to look C7 area. 345 Dinette, unnumbered Pullman, 213
cattle car, 215 tank, and 217 caboose.

30 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars with some missing and reproduction trim. Trains otherwise look C6 area. Three 652
gondolas, 2652 gondola, 3652 side dumping car, two 3651 log cars, 3659 dump car, 2654 Shell tank, and 2757
Pennsylvania caboose.

31 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Fifteen freight cars include four 16915 Lionel Lines gondolas, two 16392
Wabash gondolas, 16552 Frisco searchlight caboose, 16130 Southern Pacific stock car, 19232 Rock Island boxcar, 17122
Rock Island hopper, 17226 Milwaukee Road boxcar, 16554 Grand Trunk caboose, 16379 Northern Pacific flat with wood
load, 16934 Pennsylvania flat with grader, and 17908 Marathon tank car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear
and price stickers.

32 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 98236 Duluth Missabe and Iron Range snow
plow, 9402L National Car Company refrigerator, 9700L CSX coal hopper, 97003 Detroit Edison hopper, 97400 Canada
grain hopper, 94029 BNSF reefer, 9104L Chessie caboose, 96105 BASF tank car, 98114 flat with fire trucks, and 9104L
Chessie caboose. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

33 MTH Premier and Williams modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 98362 John Deere flat with model
A tractors, 92007 Chessie tank car, 92006 Southern Pacific tank car, 9202L New York Central tank car, two 97400 Canada
hoppers, 9203L Chicago and Northwestern tank car, CAB144 Milwaukee Road N5C caboose, CAB130 BNSF caboose,
and HC04 Detroit and Mackinac hopper. Cars are generally C8 with run time and OBs have some light shelf wear.

34 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars and operating cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16777 Lionel Cola animated car and
platform, 19828 Chicago and Northwestern operating stock car, 36548 Halloween work caboose, 17442 BNSF bathtub
gondola, 16935 Union Pacific flat with bulldozer, 26836 Halloween boxcar with sounds, two 16665 Maine Central log
dump cars, 36529 North Pole Central work caboose, and 16970 LA County flat with boat. Cars are generally C8 A few
OBs have some light shelf wear.

35 Z Stuff for trains modern O gauge signals. Four signals include DZ-1060 seven light signal, DZ-1050 three color signal,
and two DZ-1040U upper quadrant semaphores. Signals are lightly used on layout C8

36 K Line and K Line by Lionel modern O gauge operating cars and remote control. Seven cars are in OBs and include two
21437 Southern log dump cars (one marked as fixed), 21251 REA boxcar, two 21353 Jersey Central operating ballast
dump cars, 713-1051 Santa Fe log dump car marked as fixed, and 713-7401 Kandy Kane log car marked as broken. Cars
are otherwise C8 with run time. OBs have some very light corner wear.

37 K Line modern O gauge K3630-4198CC Santa Fe Berkshire steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has one two inch rip in one skirt.

38 Williams modern O gauge Amtrak passenger trains in OBs. Includes GEN-100 Genesis A-A power and dummy with True
Blast II horn and bell. Also included is three passenger cars and express mail boxcar. Trains are C8 with run time.

39 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Eleven freight cars include 7306L Santa Fe tank car, 7206L Norfolk
and Western gondola, 7304 Baltimore and Ohio tank car, 7506L Norfolk and Western hopper, 7313 Southern Pacific tank
car, 7417 Chessie boxcar, 7708L Conrail caboose, 7308 Chesapeake and Ohio tank car, 7309 Union Pacific tank car, 7704
Norfolk and Western caboose, and 7506L Norfolk and Western hopper. Trains are C8 with run time and OBs have some
light shelf wear.

40 Williams modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes BNSF DA9-01 Dash 9 diesel locomotive with True Blast II
horn and bell and U205H Chessie U33C with horn. Dash 9 loco is missing three window inserts. Might be loose inside
loco. Locos are C8 with run time
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41 Prewar Lionel O gauge tank cars with stickers, repainted chassis, repainted tanks, swapped tanks, etc. Sold as is shown in
photos with no returns. Five 804, four 1680, and one 6035.

42 Prewar Lionel standard gauge passenger cars, C6. 332 Railway Mail, 339 Pullman, and 341 observation.
43 Prewar American Flyer O gauge streamlined Hiawatha steam locomotive and tender with vista dome (home made roof),
two coaches, and an observation. Tender and passenger cars have repainted roofs. Trains otherwise look C6.

44 Postwar Marx O gauge 21 Santa Fe diesel A unit locomotives, three are powered units, C6 area. Most have missing horns.
45 Postwar Marx O gauge Santa Fe passenger cars, four 3152 coaches, and one 3197 observation car, C6.
46 Postwar Marx O gauge 3/16 scale 999 steam loco (repainted), four tenders (three NYC, one Southern Pacific), five freight
cars (256 Niacet tank, 3552 B&O gondola, 467110 B&O boxcar, 20102 NYC caboose, 92812 Reading caboose), trains
look C6.

47 Postwar Marx O gauge 3/16 scale 565 steam locomotive with Southern Pacific Lines tender (missing a front step), three
347100 Pennsylvania gondolas, two 2532 Cities Service tanks, 13975 A.T.S.F. cattle car, 467110 Baltimore and Ohio
boxcar, and 20102 NYC caboose. Trains look C6-7.

48 Prewar Lionel standard gauge gooseneck street lamps, two double and four single. Repainted to look restored C7.
49 Postwar Marx O gauge 3/16 scale trains. Plastic key wind mechanical steam locomotive with NYC tinplate tender, 17899
Texas and Pacific gondola, four 254000 Baltimore and Ohio gondolas, 44572 Chesapeake and Ohio tall sided gondola,
3555/3200 New York, New Haven, and Hartford boxcar, 174580 NYC boxcar, 1950 GAEX/DF boxcar, 3555/70311
Pennsylvania boxcar (catwalk is painted yellow), two 3553/256 Niacet tanks, 652 Shell tank, and 20102 NYC caboose.

50 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 94 High Tension Towers, restored C7.
51 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer. Transformer appears to have been serviced. Cord is a replacement.
Clean base. C7.

52 Lionel modern O gauge 11736 Union Pacific Express set in OB. Set appears complete, missing some inserts. C7-8 with run
time. OB has some corner wear.

53 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe Super Chief set and extras in OB. Set number is 11739. Set is missing upper level insert
but appears complete C7-8. Extras include 18919 dummy Alco A, 16057, 16092, 16055, and 16056 passenger cars. Cars
also in the general C7-8 area with run time. OBs have some light shelf wear.

54 SGL Lines modern O gauge Reading 4-6-2 heavy pacific steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, QSI sound, can
motor and more. Loco is cab number 210. Loco body is brass construction. C8 with run time.

55 MTH Railking modern O gauge MT-1105 Norfolk and Western J class steam locomotive in OB. Also included is 30-1117
auxiliary tender. Loco features smoke and whistle. Loco is C7-8 with two small paint chips at rear edge of cab roof. OBs
have some light wear.

56 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-1111LP Norfolk and Western 0-8-0 switcher in OB. Features Smoke, Protosound and
more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner wear.

57 Lionel modern O gauge 28660 Christmas 0-6-0 North Pole Central docksider and 18730 Halloween General locos in OBs.
Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust.

58 K Line modern O gauge Kennecott Copper Corporation trains in OBs. Includes K-2252IC MP-15 diesel locomotive 651
-7501 gondola with crates, 90011 searchlight work caboose, 681-7501 crane car, and 6736A2 ore car four pack. Trains are
generally C7-8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear.
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59 K Line modern O gauge Streamliners Pennsylvania Fleet of Modernism including; K2180-9611 Powered twin A Alcos,
K2180-9612 dummy Alco B unit, K641-1892 Express boxcar, =K4580-7458 baggage, K4580-8115 observation, K4580
-4012 coach and K4580-8086 Pullman. Trains are generally C8. OBs have some light corner wear.

60 K Line modern O gauge K-1905 Super Steam New York Central set in OB. C8 condition with run time. Set box has split
corners and some light wear.

61 Prewar Lionel O and standard gauge single and double gooseneck street lamps, street sign, and other lamps. Some lamps
are repainted and look C6-7 area (one has solder repair), others look original c6 area. Nice grouping for the layout.

62 Modern era?, homemade?, 3-1/2” flange to flange, live steam slopeback tender. Tender is primarily of brass construction
with sprung trucks. Tender appears to be scale/semi scale. Tender is no completed/finished but the construction is of very
high quality with a high level of detail with a very neat/tidy finishing. Tender has some sort of apparatus inside the water
tank, float level? Tender has no markings. Also included is what appears to be a very very well constructed steam
locomotive frame with drive wheels and drive rods. There are some parts, reproduction Buddy L truck assembly and a box
full of wheels. Please view the photos of all the items in this grouping for the best description.

63 Prewar Ives/American Flyer narrow or wide gauge stations. Stations are unnumbered and not identified. Stations measure
approximately 8-1/2 inches long, 5 inches wide at base, and 6 inches tall to top of chimney. One station is factory
illuminated and other is not. Stations look C6 area. One roof has a repro gable.

64 Prewar American Flyer O gauge 9900 Burlington Zephyr streamline diesel articulated passenger train with RPO powered
unit, REA baggage, and observation car. Powered unit has casting fatigue to exhaust stacks,

65 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized and diesel locomotive units, two 50 gang cars with side horn and U shaped bumper
mounts (missing labels), 624 Chesapeake and Ohio NW-2 diesel switcher, and 2243 Santa Fe F3a powered unit with clean
battery compartment. Trains look clean C6 area.

66 Prewar Bing, Ives, and GBN Germany O gauge freight and passenger cars with repainted roofs, touchups, missing
couplers, etc. Trains look C6 to C7 (bodies). Bing 105 Pennsylvania Lines coach. GBN Germany on frame, Made in
Bavaria on body, 205 Pennsylvania Lines coach. Two The Ives Railway Lines 551 Chair Cars. Ives 63 N.Y.C. & H.R.
gondola. GBN Germany on frame, New York Central Lines passenger coach.

67 Prewar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, restored C7 area. 607 Pullman nickel journals and 608 observation copper journals
in matching two tone green, 601 observation in blue and silver, and a 61 Pullman in green and silver. Trains are very clean
and shiny.

68 Modern era/postwar O gauge tinplate trains. Williams Golden Memories Ives 1694 electric loco in OB, unnumbered and
unmarked tinplate 4-4-4 Ives type electric locomotive, C7-8. Unique Arts 2000 Rock Island diesel (broken cab window
frame), C6. C&M Enterprises, Toonerville Trolley, 3 rail powered, C8. Boxes show light wear, tape removal. Boxes are
square and solid.

69 Prewar Lionel standard gauge accessories, repainting, touchups, restoration, damage, etc. Great lot for the fixer upper,
restorer, or the operator. 78 train signals, 82 semaphore, 83 flashing traffic signal, 93 water tower, 81 controlling rheostat,
23 bumpers, 45N gateman, and others.

70 Prewar Lionel standard/O gauge reproduction/home made landscaping plots. Some parts are prewar and some might be
postwar. Most accessory items (buildings) are repainted, some appear to be original (lamps). Some buildings are repro or
Plasticville. Bases appear to all be repro. Materials appear to be repro. Still a very nice lot for an operator looking to
expand their layout, or especially someone looking to do a prewar dealer layout.

71 Lionel modern O gauge 12948 313 Bascule bridge in OB. Box is open for inspection but bridge appears unused or very
lightly used C8-9.
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72 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 691-5301 and 5302 flats with circus wagons, 691-1051 Santa
Fe flat with Camaros, 613-1251 Chesapeake and Ohio caboose, two K7607 Norfolk and Western reefers, K641-7409S
Christmas musical boxcar with sound and base, 691-7402 Santa and Reindeer flat, and 615-1892 Pennsylvania N5C
caboose. Cars are C7-8 OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

73 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Twelve freight cars include 90010 Santa Fe reefer, 6733 D&W ore car, 761
-1251 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar, Golden State Imperial Terrace coach, 6546 Soo gondola, 21440 Union Pacific tank
car, 636101 Timken, 6249 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, 90009 Burlington stock car, 21363 Reading tank car, and
6733 D&W ore car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light corner wear.

74 Modern O gauge freight cars. Fifteen cars total. Weaver cars include 7074 DT&I hopper, 3087 Rio Grande boxcar, 625118
Saskatchewan hopper, 11135 DT&I hopper, U1503 Rio Grande boxcar, 3087 Rio Grande boxcar. Franks Roundhouse cars
include 53 Soo Line boxcar, 97 Rock boxcar, 94 Grand Trunk boxcar, and 43 Conrail boxcar. Lionel cars include 16912
Canadian National Maxi Stack set, 16079 and 16077 Missouri Pacific passenger cars, and postwar 3472 operating milk car.
MTH car is a 98114 flat with fire trucks. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some light corner wear.

75 Lionel modern O gauge switches and UCS sections in OBs. Includes two 5121 027 left hand switches, six 5122 right hand
switches, five 65168 042 right hand switches, five 65168 042 left hand switches, four 5149 remote control uncoupling
sections, and 12746 uncoupling track section. Also included is twenty five sections of 35 inch long 027 sections. Items are
C7-8 and layout used. Some small items might be missing.

76 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives in OBs. Includes 18836 Grand Trunk GP-38-2, 18607 Union Pacific 2-6-4 loco with
some scratches, 18713 2-4-0 Chessie steam locomotive and MTH 30-2580 Philadelphia bump and go trolley. Trains are C7
to lower C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

77 Lionel and Joal construction equipment, tractor trailers, and more. Lionel tractor trailers include 12860, 12865, 12864,
12833, 12869, 12891, 12819, and 12907. Joal items include PPM Super Stacker and Volvo A35 log loader. Items are C7-8.

78 Group of O gauge scenery materials, buildings, etc. Highlights include group of plastic buildings, Railking 11014 highway
flashers, 40-1033 Railking trestle set, 62283 Lionel bumpers, 62181 telephone poles, Lionel girder bridge and more. See
photos for best description. Group sold as is.

79 Tyco HO train sets in OBs. Two sets include T6302E : 1498 Western Special and T6305C: 2498 Santa Fe Express. Sets are
nice C7 to lower C8 with run time and all boxes. Set boxes have some splits at apron corners.

80 Tyco HO trains in OBs. Includes 7846 49-96161 Spirit of 79 set factory sealed in plastic and partial T6311B Early Bird set
box with a few cars. Also included are unboxed Canadian Pacific dummy F7 and Santa Fe powered F7. See photos for best
description.

81 Prewar Lionel standard gauge accessories, 439 is repainted, one 78 has repainted base and very light casting fatigue to
lantern/lamp housing, 79 has repainting to gold, etc. Items generally look C6. Three 78 train signals, two 77 and one 77N
crossing gates, 439 panel board, 79 flashing signal, 91 circuit breaker, and an unnumbered semaphore (possibly Ives?).

82 Modern era K-Line K3180-0094W PRR A5 switcher No. 94 and tender in original box, C8. Four Williams Reproduction
Lionel scale freight cars, C8. Trains appear to have been run very lightly. Loco box shows little wear, two Williams boxes
included with no identification showing no wear.

83 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive with 2426W whistle tender, C6. Loco has slightly dinged cab roof corner
with repainting and possible repair. Tender has touchups and two missing steps.

84 Prewar Lionel O gauge 252 and 254 center cab electric locomotives, C6. 252 has at least two replaced wheels.
85 Prewar Lionel O gauge restored steam locomotives, 257, 258, and 262E. Trains look restored C7 area.
86 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, C5-6. Some rippled/bent metal, surface rust, etc. 258, 259, 259E
in black, and 259E in gray.
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87 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, C6 area. 204 w/repainted tender, 229 with repainted tender, 229
with original 02689WX tender.

88 Prewar Lionel O gauge 249E steam locomotive with 265W whistle tender in gun metal gray and 262 steam locomotive
with unnumbered tinplate tender. Trains look C6.

89 Postwar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives, C6 area. 671 steam locomotive with 6466W whistle tender, 2037 steam loco
with unnumbered tender, and 221 streamline with 221W whistle tender.

90 Prewar Lionel O gauge and American Flyer 3/16 scale freight cars with Lionel prewar trucks and couplers. Trains have
been repainted, redecorated, etc. Trains look C6 to C7 area. One boxcar has a loose body.

91 MTH Railking modern O gauge Southern Pacific / American Freedom Train GS-4 steam locomotive and Pennsylvania 2-8
-0 steam locomotive. No boxes. Both locos feature Protosound 2.0. C7-8.

92 Lionel modern O gauge accessories. Includes Hindenburger Cafe and Dino gas station. Items are C7 area with some
missing detail parts from the gas station and a few light scrapes on both accessories.

93 MTH modern O gauge 20-2156-1 Southern Pacific GP38-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C7+ with run time and some light spotting which should clean on the roof.

94 MTH modern O gauge 20-2687-1 Monon BL-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with some light run time. OB has some light corner wear.

95 MTH modern O gauge I Love Toy Trains loco and freight cars. Includes 0-4-0 docksider loco, 7445 coal hopper, 7499
boxcar, 96019 tank car, sealed 7451 Christmas boxcar, sealed 7675 flat with trailer, and sealed 7754 bay window caboose.
Cars are generally C8+ to C10.

96 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains with OBs. Includes 2025 steam locomotive with one broken marker, 6466WX Lionel Lines
whistle tender, 2400 Maplewood coach, 2402 Chatham coach, and 2401 Hillside observation. Trains are C6-7. Also
included is 1033 transformer in OB, will need new cord. Smoke pellets and stack cleaner also included. OBs all missing
one end flap with tape repairs.

97 MTH modern O gauge 50-1001 DCS remote control set in OB. Set appears used C8, missing manual.
98 MTH Railking modern O gauge 33-2002-1 Amtrak F59PH diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protocouplers, and more. OB is C7-8 with run time.

99 K Line modern O gauge 42417 Ford automotive dealership in OB. Item is NOS C10.
100 Walthers modern HO The Great Circus train kits. Boxed freight car kits include 1967 A, Bl, C, D, E, and F. Other items
include two trunk wagons, ticket wagon, canvas wagon, light plant, Concession, Jordan truck, Tableau wagon, Calliope
wagon, and Circus Cat. Items are new C9-10.

101 Large grouping of steam engines and steam driven toys from Wilesco, Elektro, Empire Metal Ware Corp., and probably
others as several pieces are unmarked. All items appear to have been used or fired at least once. One box label is marked
as D161 steam engine. Grouping has C6 vintage pieces to C7-8 pieces in original boxes. Several boxes that haven been
flattened are included. Please view our photos for a better description of individual pieces and as to their conditions.
Several of these accessories have been mounted on boards and have small battery powered motors, and all worked. One
cast iron punch has two broken mounting feet.

102 Postwar Marx, Skyline, and MiniToys, O/S gauge buildings and other accessories, some are operating. Automatic
gateman, Girard station with whistle, PRR plate girder bridge, gantry crane, several buildings, and more. Items look C6-7.
Foot bridge and trestle bridges look repainted.
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103 Grouping of prewar and postwar Marx O gauge operating signals, crossing gates, and other illuminated and operating
accessories and lights mounted to boards and two are wired for display. Small box of straight and curved sections of Marx
3 rail 027 track with plastic road bed, 90 degree crossover on metal base, and plastic RR crossing. Items range C6 to C7
area. One signal is missing the lamp cover/head.

104 Grouping of prewar and postwar Marx O gauge operating signals, crossing gates, and other illuminated and operating
accessories and lights, three in original boxes. Very large grouping, please view photos for the best description of
individual pieces and as to their conditions. Items range C6 to C7 area. One floodlight tower has damaged platform and
light mount, couple items are repainted, one signal is missing lamp cover/head, etc. Boxes have common issues associated
with Marx boxes, but are pretty solid and complete at the same time.

105 Modern era MTH reproduction prewar Lionel standard/O gauge 437 switch tower in yellow and orange paint, in original
box with foam, C9-10. Box shows minor wear to top flaps and split taped corner.

106 Postwar and some prewar Lionel O gauge remote control switches, 022 controllers, UCS sections with controllers, Type R
transformer in OB, Type B transformer in OB, illuminated bumpers, more. Generally C6.

107 Postwar Gilbert Erector sets, three metal set boxes containing items and a cardboard box of heavy card stock building
panels, girders and beams, nuts, bolts, and metal panels, etc. Items range C5 to C7 area. Nice grouping for the parts to
finish and extend projects with. Reproduction booklets included.

108 Small group of prewar Lionel standard gauge wheels, unmarked G scale car frames/chassis, and more. Nice usable lot for
a repairman or tinkerer. View photos for condition and more description of the individual pieces in this lot.

109 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 210, 222, and 223 switches, 20 crossovers, 222C control switches, curved and straight track.
Lot ranges from a paint stick of track to C6 area. View photos for condition and more description of individual pieces.

110 Modern era MTH Tinplate Traditions reproduction prewar Lionel standard gauge accessories, two 438 switch towers,
power station, crossing signal, 78 train control, crossing gate, lamp post. Items range C7-8.

111 MTH modern O gauge 50-1001 DCS remote control set in OB. Set appears open but unused C9-10. Set is Revision I.
112 Large group of Woodland Scenics material. Highlights include fourteen various cartons of plaster, twelve 32 oz. shakers of
ballast, flocking, etc. Seven bags of clump foliage. Five bags of tree, two bottles of scenic cement, three rock molds, water
kit, and a few other items. Great group, mostly C9-10.

113 MTH modern O gauge RealTrax. Forty three sections of 30 inch straight track C9-10.
114 MTH modern O gauge Real Trax sealed in master carton. Includes 50 0-42 curved sections and twenty five 5.5 inch
straight sections. C10.

115 MTH modern O gauge 40-4001 Z-4000 remote control system in packaging. C8-9, might have been opened but looks
unused.

116 MTH modern O gauge 40-4000 Z4000 transformer in OB. Also included is Z-4000 remote control. Layout used and a bit
dusty C-8.

117 Group of 1:24 die cast vehicles. Thirty one vehicles total. No boxes. Most have some light shelf dust. See photos for best
description.

118 MTH modern O gauge RealTrax switches, track and more. Includes three 40-1043 0-42 right hand switch, o-54 right hand
switch, twelve 0-54 curves, 0-31 curve, 40-1009 grade crossing, nine lock ons, and track bumper.

119 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include three U3522L Monon boxcars, two U22645LD South
Shore flats with coils, U22647LD South Shore flat with beam, and U2131 EJ&E PS-1 boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10.
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120 MTH and K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars total. Eight MTH cars include 7829 Old Heidelberg reefer,
74125 Mary Jane Candy boxcar, 91008 Southern Pacific caboose, 98349 EJ&E coil car, 74218 Monon boxcar, two 93202
Monon boxcars, 97528 Monon hopper. K Line car is a 676-3281 South Shore coil car and K691-1895 Pennsylvania flat
with hydrogen tank. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light corner wear.

121 Prewar American Flyer wide/standard gauge freight cars, 4017 sand car in original box, 4018 boxcar, 4020 stock car, and
4011 caboose. Cars look C6, 4017 looks better C6+.

122 Modern era MTH O and Wide/Standard gauge buildings, lamp posts, street signs, and more. Nice cleaner C7-9 grouping.
Large orange building with black roof is pressed steel and has a sticker on the inside with U.S.T.T.C. on it, on the outside is
a paper label/sticker with Curriers Elev. 1595. Great lot for your layout!

123 Postwar Lionel O gauge 455 operating oil derrick and pumper, two. One appears to have a repro pumping arm? Both
should clean to look C6 area.

124 Prewar Lionel O and Standard gauge 115 station with automatic train control, C6.
125 Modern era MTH O gauge reproduction Lionel 2800 series freight cars, 10-8056 2814 Pennsylvania boxcar, 10-8035 2815
Tidewater Oil tank car, 10-8025 2814R white/brown reefer, 10-8034 2815 Hooker Chemicals tank, and 10-8052 2814R
Ivory/Peacock reefer. Trains look C8 lightly run. Boxes show very little wear.

126 Prewar Lionel standard/wide gauge 219 operating derricks, one is repainted in two tone green with red boom, other is
yellow with red roof and tool boxes with green boom. Red and yellow is in original paint, C6. Green is missing a brake
journal, otherwise restored to look C6-7.

127 Unmarked telegraph key, two receivers (one marked Central Scientific), toy rheostat, and a printing kit in a wooden box.
Nice grouping of items in used condition with no apparent damage. Please view photos for the best description of
individual items.

128 Prewar Lionel standard and O gauge bridges, approaches, and track, most repainted to look C6-7 area, some are original C6
area.

129 Prewar Lionel standard and O gauge accessories, 440 signal bridge, small illuminated building, and non-illuminated tin
tunnel. Items have been repainted to look C6-7.

130 Prewar Lionel O and standard gauge buildings and more, 124 and 127 stations, 435 power house, unnumbered 127 style
station, three reproduction freight containers and an extra roof. Some repainting, C6 area.

131 Modern G scale electronics from Bridgewerks and Crest. Includes two UR-15 remote control systems, Mag-Mate 100
controller, and Crest CRE-55470 base only, no remote. Crest base has a note that it may not work properly. Otherwise C8
with layout use.

132 LGB and Crest modern G scale electronics. Items include 50106 remote control, four 51800 switch control boxes, two
5014 hookup wire bundles, four 55493 Crest 6V 4 AMP batteries, 55494 Crest battery charger, and 55499 12V cooling fan.
Also included is MZS LGB DVD. Items C8+ to C10.

133 LGB modern G scale 21872 Pennsylvania 2-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, MTS digital control, and
sound. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of run time. Detail parts are in the box. OB has some light corner wear.

134 Modern G scale building kits. Six Piko building kits include 6226 Sam’s Farmhouse, 62250 Frank’s Diner, three 62295
rocking chair sets, 62238 R. King’s house, 62015 side building, 62114 White Knight Hamburger’s. Also included is
Bachmann 95003 Hotel, 95006 Town House, 95004 General Store, Also included is a box of roof shingles, LGB track
clips, misc. Aristo Craft parts, etc. Kits are new C9-10, parts are also NOS.

135 Railking modern G scale / gauge one freight cars in OBs. Two cars include 78025 Union Pacific reefer and 79002 Rio
Grande operating dump car. C8 area. OBs have some sun fading and what appears to be some light moisture warping on
the Rio Grande box.
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136 Modern HO trains from Athearn, Walthers, and Proto 2000. Highlights include Proto 2000 Pennsylvania Alco PA A unit
only, sixteen Athearn ready to roll freight cars, packs of Bachmann EZ mate couplers, two Athearn BN America Piggyback
trailers, Walthers 75th anniversary dealer boxcar, and Walthers Union Pacific Pullman. Items are C8+ to C10.

137 Group of diecast trucks including 10 AHL 1:64 trucks, five 1:24?? trucks, sixteen boxed Railking and K Line trucks, cars
and motorcycles, two Ertl trucks, and eighteen unboxed 1:43 cars. See photos for best description. Lot is C7 to C10.

138 Large group of O gauge goodies. Highlights include three Weaver switch towers, 12889 Windmill, 12958 water tower,
Railking 9129 operating watchman shanty, two QSI ACS-703 power guards, ACS-733 power programmer, ACS-712
sidekick II, three 3 volt BCR 2, five sets of trucks from Atlas and Weaver, three new bottles of Protosmoke and almost full
box of repro smoke pellets Joal compact truck, two Vanmark ceramic buildings, ten various figure sets, Unboxed items
include partial animated transfer dock, scale highway flasher, partial flag man, steam whistle shed missing roof, MPC era
gateman, two MTH terminal boards, modern station platform, O gauge building kit with detached roof overhang, 45
gateman, partial Flyer 755 talking station, pair of 260 bumpers, a few postwar and prewar signals in various condition and
more. Great group if you like to resell! Lot sold as is. We will ship but please understand it will ship in multiple large
boxes.

139 Modern O gauge trains from Lionel and MTH. Includes four Amtrak Railking passenger cars, one coach has a broken floor
that will need repaired to reattach truck, Railking Pennsylvania coach, Lionel 8213 loco only, 16385 Soo ore car, 16505
Wabash caboose, 9032 Southern Pacific gondola, 8602 steam locomotive only, Williams Pennsylvania N5C caboose and
Southern Pacific boxcar, and MTH New York Central operating searchlight car. Trains are lower C7 to C8.

140 Lionel Prewar and Postwar O gauge trains. Prewar trains include 1666 loco, 2666W Lionel Lines whistle tender, 2677
Lionel gondola, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar, and 2672 Pennsylvania caboose. Postwar trains include 681 Pennsylvania turbine
with 2671W whistle tender with good steps, 2024 Chesapeake and Ohio powered Alco, unmarked gray gondola, 6142
Lionel gondola, broken 6257 Southern Pacific caboose, and 6059 M&St.L caboose. Trains are C6-7 sold as is shown in the
photos.

141 Postwar Lionel O gauge 760 tubular track outfit, two 022 remote control switches, and 1033 90 watts transformer, in
original boxes, C6-7. 760 is factory sealed and contents are assumed C9-10 however box has a strip of clear packing tape
over tear along bottom edge and box is crushed. 1033 has cut cord and a broken black handle.

142 Postwar and modern era Lionel, Williams, and probably others, O gauge mostly diesel lot of parts and such to include but
not be limited to including: F3a and F3b units in various stages of disassembly, chassis, frames, dual motor chassis, Lionel
Lines and NYC Madison style passenger car shells and frames (NYC are assembled and complete, unmarked), 3360 shells
and booms, diesel/electric loco motors, E-units, whistle units, truck assemblies both powered and non-powered, freight
truck assemblies, screws, nuts, bolts, coupler centering springs and such all though-out several flats. Please view all our
photographs very well, they are the best way to describe such a large and varied grouping. This group may have to be
shipped in multiple boxes.

143 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, 397 coal loader and 407 coaling station with controller (needs rewired), C6
area. Boxes show light/mild wear, no torn or missing flaps.

144 Prewar American Flyer O gauge 9900 Burlington Zephyr four unit streamline articulated diesel passenger locomotive.
Powered RPO car B, 9911 REA baggage car, 9913 coach and 9912 observation car, cars have original ink stamped
numbers such as the powered unit is stamped B on the trailing truck and the others are marked on chassis. Cars have been
restored to look fantastic C7 area. Not matching but included with this group is the roof and exhaust for a Lionel
streamline articulated diesel locomotive (think Flying Yankee) that is either a fantastic reproduction or a superbly restored
piece, it would grade restored/repro C7-8.

145 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, most in original boxes, C6 area with a few touchups to paint here and there
on some, etc. 1045 operating watchman in OB, 494 rotating beacon in OB, 450 signal bridge in OB, 153 automatic block
signal and control in OB (detached post, and broken finial), 140 banjo signal in OB, 252X automatic crossing gate in OB,
two 260 illuminated bumpers one in OB (one is O and other is Super O), and two 155 flashing signals with bells with one
OB. 450 box has replaced flaps, 260 OB has tape repairs, 155 OB has missing flaps, 1045 has tape repairs, other boxes are
square and solid.
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146 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, 150 telegraph pole set, 151 automatic semaphore, 161 mail pickup
set, 6019 remote control track set, and five UCS R.C. track sets in original boxes. 151 looks C6, remote control track sets
range C6-7 used with brittle wires to C9-10 unused with brittle wires (some have instructions sheets), 150 looks C8-9, and
161 looks C9-10 with sealed (partially opening, just needs a little smear of Elmer’s). Boxes range from light wear to C9
-10.

147 Postwar American Flyer S gauge boxed All*Aboard sets, 20811 The Pioneer 600 and 20814 Winter Wonderland. 20811
contains the following: 21165 Erie 4-4-0 steam, 24125 Bethlehem Steel gondola, 24422 Great Northern reefer, 24636
caboose, two houses, two foot bridges, trees, trees on sprues, three mountains, six panels(pond panel has a glue repaired
corner), some wrapping material, 22033 transformer, M6932 sheet, M6788 booklet (water damaged), plastic layout items.
Panels look C7+ area. Trains look C7-8. Set box is water damaged, clear packing tape, wear and tear, etc. Inner
paper/boxes have water damage, and stains, etc.
20814 contains the following: 21165 Erie 4-4-0 steam, 24125 Bethlehem Steel gondola, 24422 GN reefer, 24636 caboose
(missing one catwalk end, other is stressed), two houses with snow covered roofs, trees with snow, snap together trees, two
foot bridges, a few plastic layout items, six panels with snow, four mountains with snow, 22033 transformer, some
wrapping paper and material. Trains look C6-7. Panels look C6 area, need cleaned. Set box has water damage, clear tape,
marker, wear and tears, etc.

148 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 303 Reading Lines steam locomotive, 484 caboose, and six small building/stands. Trains
look C6. Stands have missing pieces, chipped corner, damaged signs, etc. otherwise C6 area. Not all building are
American Flyer.

149 Postwar American Flyer S gauge Chicago and North Western Baldwin diesel switchers, 355, 21801, 21801-1, and 21808.
21801-1 is missing horn, 21808 has crack and missing piece at screw, 21801 has crack at screw, 21801-1 and 355 have tiny
hairlines below screws. Trains otherwise look C6.

150 Postwar and modern Bachmann Plasticville O and S gauge building kits in original boxes, kits range from appearing to be
complete C6 to C9-10 factory sealed. Kits included are as follows: 1814 switch tower, 1911 suburban station, 1908 splitlevel house, 1912 New England ranch, 1853-180 Drug Store, 1617 100 Farm Buildings & Animals, DE-7 Diner Kit, 1606
100 Barnyard Animals, SM-6 Super Market, BN-1 Barn Kit, and K-4072 Service Station are opened kits. Two 45985LCCA LCCA Municipal Terminal kits in factory sealed original boxes.

151 Modern N scale articulated locomotives. Includes Rivarossi 0001-003602 Union Pacific Big Boy in OB C8-9 and Con Cor
Great Northern 2-8-8-2 steam locomotive C8.

152 Group of G scale items including sealed Aristo Craft 7206 Church, Greenleaf 8018 town kit, Norscot 1:50 CAT TH360B
telescopic handler and 1:50 CAT 854G wheel dozer Items are C9-10.

153 Nice group of model railroading books and videos. Four DVDs including OGR DCS guide and TM John Deere for kids.
Eight VHS tapes mostly from TM Books and Video, and thirty nine books and catalogs. Catalogs mostly for LGB. Books
cover scenery, wiring, command control and more. Group sold as is.

154 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Large
cart full of track from about every gauge. O, HO, and G. There are some 022 switches and some controllers. Also some
other goodies in this lot. See photos for best description.

155 Fleischmann modern HO locomotives in OBs. Includes 113 Sammlertreff, 1336 DB E44, and 1302Z 0-4-0 electric
locomotive. Locos are C7 are. Boxes worn with a few rips.

156 Large group of HO cars, locomotive shells, and more. Four flats full of cars from Tyco, Athearn, Bachmann, Roundhouse
and others. Freight cars are a mix of stock and Kadee style couplers. See photos for best description. Lot will ship in
multiple large boxes.

157 Two large boxed full of HO track from Bachmann and Atlas. A bulk of the group is Bachmann EZ track. Numerous
switches, straights, curves and more. Some lightly used, a nice group of new switches. See photos for best description. Lot
sold as is.
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158 Three large boxes of HO and N scale accessories and buildings. Many sealed building kits, some assembled kits, sign kits,
figures, and much more. See photos for best description. Lot will ship in multiple large boxes and is sold as is shown in the
photos.

159 Modern HO trains from Kato and Proto 2000. Includes 21647 Southern Pacific GP-9, 21741 Southern Pacific / Cotton Belt
GP-9, 37-10C Southern Pacific NW-2 and 37-1010 Southern Pacific NW-2

160 Thirteen modern HO locomotives in OBs. Nine of those locomotives are powered. Most are Athearn, AHM, and and
Bachmann. One steam locomotive with cast loco shell and brass tender shell. Locos are C6+ to C8. See photos for best
description.

161 Modern era Lionel O gauge trains, 8010 Santa Fe A.T.S.F. NW-2 diesel switcher, 1203 Boston and Maine NETCA NW-2
diesel switcher (missing front coupler), 9031 NKP gondola, 6464-250 Western Pacific boxcar, 1983 TTCS gondola, and
8141 Pennsylvania steam locomotive, trains look C8.

162 Postwar Bachmann/Plasticville O, S, and HO gauge building kits in original boxes, appearing to be mostly complete. 2601
100 trestle bridge, set 303 street lights, LC-2 log cabin, 1619 100 Plasticville Citizens (not complete), FB-1 79 Frosty Bar,
RS-8 Passenger Station, MH-2 129 New England Rancher, 1302 59 Farm Implements, two DE-7 Diner Kits, two GO-2
Gas Stations, FH-4 Fire House kit, Church kit, AP-1 Airport Hangar kit, BR-2 100 Trestle Bridge, RH-1 Ranch House, HP
-9 Cape Cod House, 1812-149 Ranch House. Also included is a Skyline No. K10 Plastic House. Kits look C6 to C9-10.
Boxes range worn to very square and solid with no missing flaps.

163 Group of postwar boxes from Lionel, American Flyer, and Bassett-Lowke O and S gauge boxes. Bassett-Lowke Royal
Mail Van (box lid only). American Flyer No. 20455 train set. Lionel 11550 steam freight w/smoke & whistle set, 1119
Scout Outfit, 464 lumber mill, and 110 trestle set. 1119 has brown paper tape, 20455 has edge wear and Scotch tape. Also
included is an unmarked inset. Boxes are very square and very solid.

164 Postwar Lionel Construction Kits, two are numbered 343 and third has no identification. Kits are partially complete, one
has a 333 motor, some rivets, nuts and bolts, beams, corner/intersections, and many other parts. Partial instructions booklet
included. Boxes are solid with light wear, missing labels. Latches and handles have light surface rust but are intact and in
good shape. Internal parts are very clean, none appear to be damaged or bent, kits look ready to use for parts or for
completing. Due to the nature of missing parts, this lot is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

165 Two early prewar stations, standard/O gauge. One is an Ives and the other is Schoenhut. Condition is C6 range with
missing parts, wear, etc. Ives is missing roof. Unidentified tinplate roof included.

166 Prewar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific City of Portland articulated streamline diesel passenger train with 752E powered
unit, 753 coach, and 754 observation, C6 with good casting.

167 Prewar American Flyer O gauge 9900 Burlington Zephyr streamline articulated diesel passenger train with RPO powered
unit, two REA baggage cars, and 9900 observation car. Train has casting fatigue to exhaust stacks, otherwise C6.

168 Prewar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific City of Portland streamline articulated diesel passenger train with 752E powered
unit, 753 coach, and 754 observation car. Trains have been restored in the brown and yellow color scheme, restored C7.

169 Prewar American Flyer O gauge Hiawatha streamline articulated diesel passenger train with loco, tender with whistle, two
illuminated coaches, and illuminated observation. Trains look C6. Trains will clean and polish to look better.

170 Fifteen HO locomotives. Ten powered locos and five dummy locomotives in this group. AHM, Bachmann, etc. See photos
for best description. Group sold as is shown in the photos.

171 Twenty eight HO passenger cars from Rivarossi, Athearn, AHM, IHC, and more. Road names include Atlantic Cost Line,
Norfolk and Western, V&T, undecorated Pullman and more. Trains are C7 to C10. See photos for best description.

172 Modern HO passenger cars. No boxes. Eighteen various cars. Road names include Norfolk and Western, Amtrak,
Southern, and others. Trains are C6 to C8. Group sold as is shown in the photos.
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173 Modern HO freight cars in boxes. Mostly Athearn blue box kits. A mix of kits and built up cars. Some of the built up cars
have Kadee style couplers. Kits appear to be mostly complete. Can not guarantee that there are not some small detail parts
missing. See photos for best description. Twenty eight cars total.

174 Modern HO freight cars in boxes. Mostly Athearn blue box kits. A mix of kits and built up cars. Some of the built up cars
have Kadee style couplers. Kits appear to be mostly complete. Can not guarantee that there are not some small detail parts
missing. See photos for best description. Twenty eight cars total.

175 Modern HO freight cars in boxes. Mostly Athearn blue box kits. A mix of kits and built up cars. Some of the built up cars
have Kadee style couplers. Kits appear to be mostly complete. Can not guarantee that there are not some small detail parts
missing. See photos for best description. Twenty eight cars total.

176 Modern HO freight cars in boxes. Mostly Athearn blue box kits. Some Tyco, Roundhouse, Bachmann, etc. A mix of kits
and built up cars. Some of the built up cars have Kadee style couplers. Kits appear to be mostly complete. Can not
guarantee that there are not some small detail parts missing. See photos for best description. Fifty seven cars total.

177 Large group of Louisville and Nashville and Seaboard System railroadiana. All paper items includes rule books, annual
reports, time tables, locomotive diagrams, equipment rosters, station books, and much more. See photos for best
description. Over 65 unique items in this group, plus duplicates. Group sold as is show in the photos.

178 Group of EMD and Alco railroadiana. Includes Alco maintenance manual for 244 engine series, EMD wiring diagram trace
booklet, Alco / GE 244 series electrical maintenance manual, EMD static voltage regulator booklet, EMD trouble shooting
guide, EMD diesel locomotive training center manual. Also included are seven other books about air brakes and other
items. See photos for best description.

179 Large group of railroad rule books. Includes Norfolk Southern, Pennsylvania, Illinois Central, Frisco, CSX, Missouri
Pacific, Piedmont and Northern, C&EI, Missouri Pacific MOW, Chesapeake and Ohio, Belt Railway of Chicago, Penn
Central, second Belt Railway of Chicago, Chessie, Seaboard, Louisville and Nashville, St. Louis and Southwestern, New
York Central, ICG, and a few duplicates. See photos for best description.

180 Large group of Railroadiana including vintage Amtrak, CSX, L&N, C&EI, Mopac, and many others. Large box of vintage
posters from Amtrak, CSX and others. A few very old books with shipment records, station records, way bills, two C&EI
metal clip boards etc. Also rule books, flange gauge, and numerous other paper items. See photos for best description.

181 Prewar American Flyer O gauge Union Pacific streamlined diesel articulated passenger train with powered unit,
illuminated coach, coach with whistle, and illuminated observation. Illuminated coach has flaking paint. Trains look C6.

182 Postwar Russian/Eastern European CCCP streamline locomotive with two passenger coaches. Loco has partially missing
pilots, casting fatigue, and repainting. One coach has a coupler missing the knuckle. Trains are unmarked, other than
foreign lettering.

183 Prewar Lionel O gauge 616 Flying Yankee streamline diesel articulated passenger train with powered unit, three 617
coaches, and 618 observation. One 617 roof is darker than others. Trains are fairly clean and very shiny C6.

184 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 250-E Milwaukee Road Hiawatha steam locomotive with whistle tender, 782 combine, 783
coach, and 784 observation. 782 has very tight, mild casting fatigue. Loco has some flaking paint. Trains look C6 with
good belly pans.

185 Postwar Lionel O gauge grouping of steam locomotives and tenders with repainting, repairs, missing steps, cracked/broken
shell mounts, surface rust, etc. Included are 671 loco, unnumbered tender with whistle, 2035 loco, 2224T tender, 2037
loco, and 6466W whistle tender.

186 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania GG-1 5-stripe electric locomotive in green. Loco has very weak stripes and
numbers on one side and weak stripes and numbers on other, otherwise C6. Repro pantographs. Nice clean loco.
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187 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger trains with steam locomotives and tenders. 2020 steam, 6466WX, two 2640 Pullman
coaches, and 2641 observation. 1668 streamline, 1654T, two 2440 Pullman coaches, and 2441 observation. Passenger cars
have repainted roofs. One 2640 has a repaired coupler, 1668 is missing lead truck, 6466WX has a little surface rust and
needs rewired, locos and tenders need cleaned, should clean C6 area. Passenger car bodies look C6-7.

188 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories and cars, two 3656 stock cars and two 3662 automatic milk reefer cars, two
3656 stockyards, one 3462P milk platform, one 364C control switch, and seventeen cattle for the 3656 cars. Trains should
clean and polish C6-7. Accessories should clean and polish C6.

189 Postwar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders with whistles, 2035, 6466W, 2056, and 2046W. Touchups to
locos, missing step, broken/cracked shell mounts, etc. Trains are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.
Please view photos for more and better description of quantity and condition.

190 Modern era McCoy standard gauge TCA convention passenger cars, The Rocky Mountain Route 1982 Denver combine,
Cascade Limited 1985 Seattle coach, and Panama Limited 1986 New Orleans observation. Trains look C8 area with light
run time. Boxes have some ink written notations on box ends, otherwise super square and solid with no torn or missing
flaps.

191 Group of diecast vehicles that are Texaco, John Deere, Hess, Shell, and more. Includes seven planes and nineteen trucks.
See photos for best description. Most are unboxed.

192 Modern HO trains including Proto 2000 8047 E8/9 Southern Pacific diesel locomotive, Tyco Santa Fe 2-8-0, four freight
cars, four unboxed Santa Fe heavyweight cars, Bachmann crossing gates, and Tyco piggyback unloader. Trains are C7-8.
See photos for best description.

193 Large group of Postwar Marx trains. Locos include 490, 400, 2002 A-A, 588, 1666, 1666, 490, unmarked steel body, 666,
8801 ten tenders. Freight cars include eight 347100, 5532 , Southern Pacific caboose, 3900, 249319, six Erie log dump
cars, four 21913, 21429, two 54099, three 467110, two 43461, two 51100, 256, 147815, four NYC crane cars, 70311, two
18326, 564, 3280, 241708, 20102, 347000, partial Allstate searchlight, New York Central caboose, unmarked broken bay
window caboose, X-346, three bodies, wheel sets, etc. Also included is 4351 steam set with track and trains, 32345 set
missing some small parts and components, and lower set box with some track and tender. Group sold as is shown in the
photos. C4 to C7.

194 American Flyer postwar S gauge 326 New York Central 4-6-4 steam locomotive. Loco is C6-7 with good tender steps and
some paint wear and light rust on hand rails.

195 American Flyer postwar S gauge locos and cars. Includes 307 Reading loco, 355 Chicago and Northwestern switcher with
rear screw crack otherwise lower C7, 21176 Erie loco missing front truck. Freight cars include 802, 940, 24316, 926, 806,
923, 940, 938, 924, 630, 937, 24052, 936, 24127, 24036 with detached truck, and 804. Cars are C5 to lower C7. Group
sold as is shown in the photos.

196 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam locomotives and one 3000 RPO car. Locos are good for parts or restoration. Some
major parts missing from two of the locos. Sold as is shown in the photos.

197 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2105WS set in incorrect set box. Includes 671 steam locomotive with stamped black keystone on
boiler front, 671W LL tender with whistle, 2555 Sunoco tank, 2454 PRR Baby Ruth boxcar, and 2457 illuminated caboose.
Trains are in the C6 area. Also included is incorrect 1549 set box, track and type Q transformer which has replacement
cord.

198 Lionel Postwar O gauge set no. 11520 in OB containing; 242 steam loco , 1062T slopeback tender, 6142 green gondola,
6176 yellow Lehigh Valley hopper, 6059 M&StL caboose, track, accessories and transformer. Set is missing 3364
operating log car. Trains are C6-7. Set box is tape repaired with wear.

199 American Flyer postwar S gauge transformer and accessories. Includes 30B transformer, 598 talking Union Station with
chipped record edges, 26 service kit, 731 pike planning kit, semaphore, crossing gate and shed missing gate, highway
flasher, steam whistle billboard, and two track bumpers. Accessories are C6 to C7.
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200 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge freight cars and locos. Big group includes the following numbers 9062, 9060, 9064,
9140, 9031, 9142, 9136, 9136, 9131, 9125, 9012, 9023, 9026, 9020, 9020, 9013, 9013, 9013, 9010, 6177, broken 9304,
9210, 9210, 9455, 9750, 26550, 5720, 91653, broken 9061, 9063, 9064, 9061, 9750, 9789, 9012, 9043, 9020, 9020, 9141,
9043, broken 9136, 9022, 9060, 9070, 9050, 9887 OB, 16867 OB, 7613 OB, 9740 TCA OB, Taylor Made 18410, 1998
9700 Christmas car, three steam tenders. Locos include 8500, 8040, 8141, 8204, and 8040. K Line items include 3003
Santa Fe 4-6-2 steam locomotive, cars include 6862, 6126, 5611, 7407, 5114, and 5323. Trains are C5+ to C7+ Lot sold as
is.

201 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1668 streamline steam loco, 2689W tinplate whistle tender, 2600 observation, 2601 Pullman, and
2602 baggage car, C6. 2600 is missing two hand rails, 2601 is missing five handrails and has some light surface rust to
wheels, 2602 is missing a coupler key.

202 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe F3a twin diesel locomotives 2343P and 2343T, 3472 milk reefer, 3469 automatic dump
car, X2458 Pennsylvania double door automobiles boxcar, and 2457 Pennsylvania caboose. Trains look C6 range. Locos
are missing porthole lens, powered unit has perfectly clean battery compartment.

203 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1688E streamline steam loco, 2689T tinplate tender, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 2680 Sunoco tank,
and 2682 caboose, loco has a bent cab step, otherwise trains look C6-7. Boxes are flattened and missing flaps. Two
instructions sheets included.

204 Postwar Lionel O gauge 342 operating culvert loader and 6342 NYC culvert car in original box with controller and 364C
control switch, C6-7. Box has some clear tape on top flaps, very square and solid with little wear. Box is ink stamped X.

205 Postwar Lionel O gauge trains and accessories, two 3461 automatic dumping flats, 3562-25 A.T.S.F. barrel car, 362 barrel
loader in original box with instructions sheet, and 364 lumber loader, nicer C6 area. 362 box has some clear packing tape
but is very square and solid. Ten wooden barrels and five logs included.

206 Prewar Lionel O gauge 238 Pennsylvania streamline, 265W Lionel Lines tender, both in original paint, loco motor is loose
and appears to have broken side rod. 264-E streamline and unnumbered tender, repainted, loco roof repaired. 238 could be
restored to look original C6 area, and 264-E and tender look, restored C7.

207 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, some surface rust, some missing trim, repainting, etc. 259E
tinplate loco, unnumbered tinplate tender, 249E and 265 tender in gray, 1666 loco, unnumbered tinplate tender, and 1684
loco. Trains should clean to look C6/restored C6 area.

208 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory items to include: 350 engine transfer table with extension and some components, 1019
RCS in partial OB, O gauge single bridge span, and 2152 auto crossing gate in OB. Postwar items look C6 area. 2152
looks C7, box has light wear and price sticker.

209 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives, tenders, and gang car. 50, 1688E, 1688, 1688, 1668E, 221, 1689T,
unnumbered slopeback tender w/o backup light, 1654T, 2265W whistle tender. Trains have repainting, missing parts,
missing trim, etc. Trains are sold as is shown in photos with no returns. View photos for more and better description of
quantity and condition.

210 Lionel Postwar O gauge group of freight cars. Includes the following numbers 6825, 9022, 6825, 3519 missing satellite and
control, 3519 with repro satellite, 6650 missing launcher, 6465, 1005, 1005, 1005, 1005, 6462, 6002, 6062, 1002, 1002,
1002, 2452, yellow unmarked work caboose, 6476, 6017, 2257 broken roof, 6059, 6037 broken roof, 6017, 6017, 6037,
6111, 6111,unmarked SP style, 6017, 6107, 9060, 6050, 9042, 3482 operating milk car and 3482P, and three body shells.

211 Lionel Postwar O gauge locomotives. Locos include 237, 2026, 233, 1130, 2025, 249, 1120, 239, prewar 259E for parts,
1060. Tenders include 233W, slope back tender, 2466WX, Lionel Lines square back tender, and Pennsylvania gray tender.
Also included is Lehigh Valley 627 center cab switcher missing two wheel sets and coupler on one end. Locos are C5 to
C7. Lot sold as is shown in the photos.
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212 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW transformer and accessories. Includes 275 watt ZW with replacement plug on the cord, some
light rust on the base. Accessories include 445 switch tower, 460 piggy back set with refinished base and glue repaired
crack in platform, 362 barrel loader, 45 and 45N gateman, Marx tinplate tunnel, tin station platform made in England,
refinished tri light signal, and a few tin signs. Group is C5 to C6+ sold as is shown in the photos.

213 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 231 Rock Island Alco diesel locomotive. Loco does have cracked lower pilot,
6014 Baby Ruth boxcar with small spot on roof, 6045 Cities Service tank car, 6812 track maintenance car, and 6167 Union
Pacific caboose. Trains are C6-7.

214 Lionel Postwar O gauge 9640 Sears set in OB. Includes 250 loco, 250T Pennsylvania tender, 6112 gondola with canisters,
and two 6111 flats one with pipe one with logs, both marked on the underside with marker. Trains are C6-7. Set box
missing two flaps. Track and transformer included.

215 Five modern HO sets. Includes Bachmann Rail Blazer, Cox Timberline Railway, Life Like Rail Master, Lionel 2701
Burlington Freight, and 1303 Texaco collectors set. Sets are C6+ to C10. Sold as is shown in the photos.

216 Framed Howard Fogg “Frisco Faster Freight”. 91 of 600 produced. Frame measures 32 by 26.5. Some very light marks on
the frame.

217 Beautiful framed European steam locomotive print. Frame measures 40 by 33 inches.
218 Mixed group of trains, telegraph items and more. Includes Shell G scale tank car, repainted standard gauge CM&STP
boxcar, five Bachmann N scale passenger cars and N scale trolley, General Models Corp. O gauge boxcar kit in OB, K
Line Conoco tank car and base in OB, and a flat with six telegraph related items including two keys. See photos for best
description. Group sold as is.

219 Custom build wooden Reading steam locomotive on base. Measures 52 by 8 by 10 inches. See photos for best description.
Sold as is.

220 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Large
cart full of O and S gauge track switches, a few smaller transformers, etc. Both switches for O and S gauge included. See
photos for best description.

221 11 x 11 x 9 box full of prewar American Flyer O gauge 4 rail track, curved and straight, box appears to be about 1/2 and
1/2. Track is fairly clean with just a little very light surface rust on some rails. Sold as is shown in photos.

222 Modern era Williams O gauge Crown Edition Southern Pacific Daylight passenger cars in original boxes, 2540 REA
baggage, 2543 and 2544 coaches, and 2545 observation. Trains look very lightly run, C8. Boxes show little to no wear.

223 Modern era Atlas O gauge Steam Era Classics, 6727-2 Fruit Dispatch Co. No. 24243 (3 rail) reefer and 6728-2 Tivoli Beer
No. 5101 (3 rail) reefer, C9-10 NRFB. Boxes have price sticker, little wear.

224 Modern era MTH RailKing Western and Atlantic Railroad General 4-4-0 steam loco and tender with nine W.A.R.R. cars in
original boxes. Included are 30-1120-1 General with Proto-Sound and Protosmoke, 30-7724 woodsided caboose, 30-7216
34’ gondola, 30-7635 flatcar w/cannon, 30-7114 stock car, 30-7320 wooden tank, 30-7439 34’ boxcar, and 30-6400 3pc
Overton coach set.

225 Modern era MTH Tinplate Traditions standard gauge No. 10-1075 No. 220 searchlight car and No. 10-1084 No. 218 dump
car, cars look better, graded C8 due to having been run. Boxes show little wear.

226 Prewar American Flyer O gauge items, three original boxes (two with wear and clear tape), 3178 passenger car, 556 The
Royal Blue streamline steam locomotive with tender. Loco has casting fatigue to lead wheels, broken/loose side rods, glue
repaired cab step, etc. 3178 is repainted with surface rust. Loco box is marked but partially legible. Items in this grouping
are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns. View photos for more and better description and as to quantity.

227 Modern era Schylling tin toys in original containers, 44245 Lionel Rail Zeppelin and Railroad hand car, both appear new.
Santa Fe lapel/hat pins and patches.
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228 Modern era MTH RailKing 30-2154-1 Galloping Goose with Proto-Sound Cab #5, 30-2513-1 Pacific PCC Electric Street
Car with Proto-Sound, 30-2512-1 Brill Semi Convertible Trolley w/Proto-Sound, 30-2123 D&RG Rotary Snow Plow.
Trains are test run or lightly run C8-9, snow plow is unrun C9-10. Boxes show no wear.

229 Postwar Lionel O gauge 497 coaling station in original box with instructions sheet and envelope with components; 456
coal ramp set in original box with 3456 N&W operating hopper, controller, instructions sheet, bin, posts, 206 bag of coal,
and envelope; 97 coal elevator. 97 is repainted. Items otherwise look C6-7 area. Boxes show mild wear/tear, 497 has
clear packing tape.

230 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1057 155 freight shed in OB. Platform is C8. OB has wear and is missing original
inner carton.

231 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1070 white and red 116 passenger station in OB. Box has some light shelf wear
but station is factory wrapped in the inner carton C9-10.

232 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1272-1 318E electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, and more. OB has some very light corner wear and loco is C8-9 with very light roller marks.

233 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1105-1 9E electric locomotive in OB. Loco is the contemporary version with
Protosound. Loco is C8 with a light roller mark. OB has some corner and edge wear.

234 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate 1115 passenger station in OB. Catalog number is 13800. Station shows no
major signs of use C8-9. OB has some very light corner and edge wear.

235 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories in OBs. Includes two 1043 No. 94 tension tower sets, one set missing a
few insulators and 1044 No. 92 floodlight towers. Items are C8-9 besides the missing insulators. OBs have some shelf
wear.

236 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1080 No. 436 powerhouse in OB. Factory wrapped C10. OB has some light
corner and edge wear.

237 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate 13804 No. 437 switch tower in OB. Tower is C8-9. OB has slight rip and
clear tape to close one flap.

238 T Reproductions modern standard gauge Dorfan No. 70 electric crane. No box and 4 inch section missing out of the lower
edge on one side of the base. Otherwise very nice C8 and works well.

239 Schneider Model Trains O gauge three rail trains in OBs. Includes Central Pacific 25’ wood boxcar and 30’ flat car. Both
cars represent prototypes from the year 1864. Cars are factory wrapped C10.

240 Williams modern standard gauge TCA 408E kit locomotive in OB. Kit is unused, but has some very light paint chipping on
one pilot and the wheels all have casting fatigue and will need replaced. Otherwise the loco is C8-9. Sold as is.

241 Modern era Lionel O gauge 9501 Aberdeen, 9504 Tacoma, 9505 Seattle, 9506 baggage, 9511 City of Minneapolis,
Milwaukee passenger cars, C7-8. Boxes have tape, tears, detached flaps, still square and solid. 18425 Goofy and Pluto
handcar, unrun C9-10. 17610 Wabash Square window caboose, looks better but graded C8 due to having been run lightly.
12911 Trainmaster Command Base, looks unused C9-10. 18425, 17610, and 12911 boxes show no wear.

242 Postwar Lionel O gauge WARR steam locomotives and tenders with freight and passenger cars. Two 1862 locos, 1872
loco, 1862T tender, 1872T tender, two 1877 flatcars one with fences and horses, two 1865 baggage, and two 1866 coaches.
Trains have missing trim, cracked/broken trim, missing pieces of shell, etc. Great parts or restoration group. Items are sold
as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

243 Modern era MTH O gauge, 20-98205 Union Pacific Jordan Spreader, 20-98101 W.Va. Pulp & Paper log car w/logs, 20
-98102 Western Maryland log car w/logs, 20-98207 U.P. snow plow, 20-93024 New York Central MTHRRC 1999 Boxcar,
and MT-3022L U.P. auxiliary tender 3-rail, in original boxes, C8-10, some are lightly run. Boxes show little wear.
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244 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory items and more for parts and restoration. 197 microwave tower, 464 sawmill, 1033 90
watts transformer, track, bridge approaches, 214 bridge. American Flyer 9B 150 watts transformer. Marx block signal and
floodlight tower. Lionel factory shipping box. Items are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns, view photos
for more description and as to quantity in grouping.

245 Postwar Hoge O gauge Stream Line No. 900 U.S. Mail powered car, passenger coach, and observation. Surface rust, C5-6.
246 Postwar Lionel O gauge 675 steam loco, 6466WX tender with whistle, two 6442 Pullman coaches, and 6443 observation.
One 6442 and 6443 have a couple small minor spots of surface rust, loco has repainting/touchups, otherwise nice clean C6.

247 Prewar Lionel O gauge tinplate lithographed passenger cars, two 1690 coaches, and 1691 observation. Trains have surface
rust on couplers and trucks, one 1690 is missing a hand rail, trains are otherwise C6.

248 Postwar Marx O gauge New York Central The Mercury steam locomotive and tender with baggage, two Toledo coaches,
and a Detroit observation, C6.

249 Prewar Lionel O gauge red passenger cars, 2600 Pullman, 2601 observation, and 2602 baggage, repainted to look nicer C6
+ area. 2601 and 2602 in original paint, 2601 missing a handrail on both sides, C6.

250 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate 13801 No. 126 station in OB. Station is C8+ with no major signs of use.
OB has some corner and edge wear plus scuffing on one end.

251 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1121 No. 437 switch tower in OB. Tower is C9 only unwrapped for photos. OB
has some light shelf wear and creasing by tabs.

252 Williams modern O gauge Golden Memories Pullman passenger car kits in OBs. Includes Baltimore and Ohio kit and New
York Central kit. Both kits include three cars and are C9-10.

253 McCoy modern standard gauge boxcars in OBs. Includes 269 Boston and Maine, 273 Pabst, and 272 Olympia with some
light paint chipping at top edge where the car body meets the roof. Otherwise cars are C8+.

254 Pride Lines modern standard gauge single track glass canopy kit in OB. Box has been opened but all components are sealed
and assumed to be C9-10.

255 ACE / Weaver modern 840 canopy kit in OB. Kit appears unused C9-10 however the roof sections have some light
scratching where they rubbed on top of each other during shipping and the printing on the roof has a bubble starting to
form on one section, should be able to fix without much trouble.

256 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1111 No. 444 roundhouse section in OB. C8-9. OB has shelf wear and one
puncture mark. Will ship over size.

257 T Reproductions modern standard gauge tinplate 129-B terrace in OB. C8 with some light signs of use. All bulbs and
planter are included in the box. Box has significant wear from multiple shipments.

258 Lionel modern Prewar Tinplate Prewar Celebration 51010 246E train set in OB. Set is factory sealed in the master carton.
Set is open but appears C9-10.

259 Lionel Classics modern O gauge 51201 Rail Chief passenger cars in OB. Cars are lightly run C8. OB has some light corner
and edge wear.

260 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate MTH Railroad Club cars in OBs. Nine cars include 10-8022 2814 boxcar, 10-2156
searchlight car, 10-2034 gondola, 10-2110 caboose, 10-2223 reefer, 10-1163 flat with pickup truck, 10-1127 tank car, 10
-2012 hopper car, and 10-2057 boxcar. Trains are C8-9.
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261 Prewar American Flyer O gauge passenger cars, 1108 RPO baggage, 1120 AF Lines coach, unnumbered 8 wheel AF Lines
RPO car, unnumbered AF Lines Paul Revere coach, 1202 AF Line Electric Service baggage Lightening Bolt, 1200 AF
Line Electric Service baggage Lightening Bolt, two 1201 American Flyer Lightening Bolt coaches. 1200, 1201, and 1202
in brown have repainted roofs, and possibly some of chassis. These three cars have bodies that look original C7 area, very
nice cars. Rest of trains look C6 area.

262 Prewar Lionel O gauge 4 wheeled freight cars, some in disrepair, some have varying amounts and degrees of surface rust,
and others range C6 area. Please view all the photographs carefully. Most groups of a car have variations within that
group. Three 1512, seven 1517, six 1514, and four 1515. There is a 1514, 151, and 1517 missing wheels, doors, etc.
included with this group.

263 Prewar Lionel O gauge Winner Lines 1010 electric boxcab tinplate lithographed loco with three 1011 Pullman coaches
missing or partially missing couplers. Three tinplate mechanical steam locos, two are still red, one has been painted black.
Four tinplate four wheel tenders. Trains have missing couplers, repainting, some light surface rust here and there, etc.
Trains are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

264 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee streamline articulated diesel passenger train with 616 powered unit, two 617
coaches, and 618 observation car. Trains have some oxidation and light surface rust, one 617 has a small ding to roof,
otherwise C6.

265 Prewar Lionel O gauge boxcab electric loco with five passenger cars. 256 boxcab electric locomotive with dual motors,
three 710 Pullman passenger coaches, and two 712 observation cars. One 710 has been restored to a C7 area. One original
710 has replaced door. One 710 and one 712 appear to have been clear coated long ago. Loco has repainting/touchups to
roof and one side with relettering. One side has original paint and lettering. These trains range the C6 area. Clear coated
710 is a factory error car, it is missing steps on one end of car, but never had them. All the mounting slots in chassis are
factory painted closed.

266 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee passenger cars, five 617 coaches, and two 618 observation cars. Trains look C6
area. Three vestibules included, one has the truck skirts repainted black.

267 Prewar Ives standard/wide gauge 20-198 gondola. Some repainting/touchups, C6.
268 Prewar Lionel standard gauge passenger cars, restored in orange paint to look C6 area. 32 New York Central Lines RPO
baggage car, 35 NYC Pullman coach, and 36 NYC observation.

269 Prewar Lionel O gauge Lionel-Ives 1661E Lionel Lines streamline powered unit with two articulated tinplate passenger
car, one coach, and one observation unit. Motor has repairs, missing wheels, casting fatigue to wheel. Bodies have surface
rust to scratches, coach has a small shallow ding, etc. Trains are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.
Please view our photos for more and better description of condition and quantity of items in grouping.

270 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories in OBs. Includes 10-1108 No. 63 lamp post set, 10-1093 No. 71
telegraph post set, MT-1020 No. 54 lamp post set, 10-4009 No. 191 cream and red villa, 10-1049 No. 438 signal tower, and
MT-1029 No. 57 orange street lamp set. Items are C8+ to C10. OBs have some light corner wear.

271 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars including 13600 1513 cattle car and 13700 1517 caboose. Cars
are C8-9. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

272 Franks Roundhouse and AMT boxcars in OBs. Twelve cars total. Nine Franks cars include 54 Santa Fe, 54 Maine Central,
17 Pennsylvania, 73 Railbox, 105 Rutland, 21 Delaware and Hudson, 53 Soo Line, 63 New York Central, and 78 Baltimore
and Ohio. AMT cars include 8001 Southern with broken truck, 9001 Pacemaker, and 9003 Baltimore and Ohio. Cars are
generally C8.

273 Lionel modern G scale 81000 Gold Rush Special set in OB. Set appears complete C8-9. Set lid has some very light wear.
274 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Eight cars include 2551 Silver Bluff, 2532 Silver Range, 2534
Silver Bluff, 2534 Silver Bluff, 2532 Silver Range, 2530 REA baggage, 2533 Silver Cloud, and 2531 Silver Dawn with
broken observation roof. Trains are C6 to C7. See photos for best description.
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275 Lionel Postwar O gauge 624 Chesapeake and Ohio NW-2 switcher and 613 Union Pacific NW-2 switcher. Both are C6+
with paint wear, but no major cracks, or issues with shells.

276 Modern tinplate freight cars and station platform from USTTC. Includes 428 Union Pacific stock car, 424 Brookside
boxcar, 425 Georgia Pacific flat with wood load, two 424C Santa Fe San Juan station boxcars, and 424DM Santa Fe Del
Mar station boxcar. Also included is tinplate station platform. Cars are generally C8.

277 Lionel Prewar O gauge locomotives and cars. Includes 259 loco with some slightly bent sheet metal on the cab and the
tender, 252 electric loco, 618 observation missing trucks and windows, 813 stock car, 812 gondola, and 817 caboose.
Trains are C6-7.

278 Precision Craft Models On30 430 East Broad Top Galloping Goose motorized unit in OB. Unit is C9-10.
279 Lionel prewar standard gauge items including bridge with approaches and 517 caboose. Items are C6+ with light paint
wear.

280 McCoy and Standard Lines standard gauge trains. Four McCoy cars include Great Northern caboose, 265 Erie hopper, and
two Northern Pacific boxcars. Also included is a Standard Lines No. 14 passenger coach kit which is C9 area. McCoy cars
are C7-8 with some light paint wear on one boxcar and on the hopper.

281 Mixed lot of O gauge trains. Includes Dorfan 14048 New York Central gondola, 11201 Pennsylvania hopper, and 517953
Pennsylvania boxcar. Ives includes a 67 caboose. Lionel items include 9062 Penn Central caboose, 8506 Pennsylvania
switcher, repainted Lionel operating stock car, short Lionel ore gondola and stripped Lionel Lines tender. Marx items
include 490 loco and tender, Penn Central caboose, New York Central gondola. Trains are C6-7 sold as is shown in the
photos.

282 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars. Includes two 114 CM & STP stock cars, 112 Rock Island gondola, 113 stock
car, 116 NYHH & HRR dump car with replaced trucks, and two 117 NYC & HRR cabooses one with older repaint. Trains
are generally C6 and sold as is shown in the photos.

283 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars. Includes 3461 automatic log car with tray and OB missing one flap, 3472 operating
milk car and platform with OB missing one inner flap, 6419 DL&W work caboose with broken roof and OB missing one
end, 6417-25 Lionel Lines caboose with OB, 3424 Wabash operating brakeman car with one telltale pole and OB, 2436
Lionel Lines Summit observation no box, and 2432 Lionel Lines Clifton vista dome with OB. Trains are generally C6 to
lower C7.

284 Lionel Postwar O gauge locomotive, cars and accessory. Includes 621 Jersey Central switcher with broken front screw
hole, 6356 New York Central stock car, 3494-275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine operating boxcar, two 5364 NYZ
Pennsylvania cabooses 6414 auto loader with repro red autos, three 6462 New York Central gondolas, 2461 Lionel Lines
transformer car with painted top on generator and broken / missing insulators, 3444 Erie operating gondola, 6425 Gulf tank
car, 6415 Sunoco tank car, 3562-50 yellow Santa Fe operating barrel car, 6113 Lionel gondola, 6357 Southern Pacific
caboose, 6357 red Southern Pacific caboose, 6362-55 wheel car with three extra trucks, and 362 operating barrel loader.
Trains are C6 to C7. Lot sold as is shown in the photos.

285 Thirty three books related to Narrow Gauge and logging railroading. Noted authors include McFarland, Bebe, Johnston,
Chappell, Stindt, Best, Andrew, Adams, Kneiss, Clarkson, etc. Most of these books are hard back and in very good reader
condition. See photos for best description. Most are good reader condition. Will be heavy to ship.

286 Fifteen railroad books on mostly midwest and east coast roads. Includes three Erie books, two Nickel Plate, three
Pennsylvania, two Pere Marquette, two Baltimore and Ohio, one Monon and two on Indiana railroads. Noted authors
include Rehor, Dixon, Taufer, Alexander, etc. See photos for best description. Books are good reader condition, some light
wear to a few dust jackets.

287 Seventeen books on steam locomotives and from noted authors Bebee, Ball and Clegg. Topics include farewell to steam,
super power steam, transition era, etc. See photos for best description. Books are good reader condition, some light wear to
a few dust jackets.
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288 Sixteen railroad books. Noted authors include Overton, Beaver, King, Link, Jeffries, Cook, etc. Includes two Burlington
books, three Burlington Northern, Chicago and Northwestern, DT&I, Delaware and Hudson, Duluth Missabe and Iron
Range, Bessemer and Lake Erie, two Western Maryland, one Missouri Pacific, and three Norfolk and Western. Books are
good reader condition, some light wear to a few dust jackets.

289 Thirty railroad books on various subjects including depots, railroad cooking, working for the railroads, short lines, rail
photography and more. Noted authors include Halberstadt, Malinoski, Eggert, Hollister, Alexander and more. See photos
for best description. Books are in good reader condition and will ship in multiple heavy boxes.

290 Group of fifteen railroad books. Includes four books on the Rio Grande, three on the Virginian, and eleven other various
railroad books related to trains at war, 1940’s railroading, etc. Noted authors include Bebe, LeMassena, Crum, Traser,
Reid, Dubin, Valle, etc. See photos for best description. Books are in good reader condition and will ship in multiple heavy
boxes.

291 Thirty railroad books on various subjects. Includes six books on Canadian railroads, two Soo Line, Rutland, MA &PA,
GM&O, etc. Noted authors include Dorin, Krause, Morant’s, Castner, Wallin, Bebee, Hilton, and more. See photos for best
description. Books are in good reader condition and will ship in multiple heavy boxes.

292 Thirty three railroad books. Includes a decent number of Kalmbach locomotive spotter and location guides. Also included
two locomotive and car cyclopedias from 1940 and 1970, authentic EMD F7 operators manual, and more. See photos for
best description. Books are in good reader condition and will ship in multiple heavy boxes.

293 A very neat personal railroad photo and postcard collection. This is a lifetime worth of railroad photos. Highlights include
many examples of diesel locomotives from the 50’s and 60’s at many midwest and eastern locations. Neat photos from the
C&O, Monon, CSX, L&N, etc. Many newer photos from the 1980’s and 1990’s as well. One entire box is filled with 8 x
10 black and white railroad photos. All sorts of neat photos in post cards in the group. I would guess the item count to be
300-400 photos.

294 Huge group of magazines. One hundred and seventy five pounds worth to be exact. Mostly Railfan and Railroad, Classic
Trains, Vintage Rail, Railpace, etc. Railfan and Railroad is the lions share of the group. Will be EXTREMELY expensive
if shipped.

295 The ultimate library for the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad modeler or historian. Twenty six books related to the C&O.
Noted authors include Huddleston, Hickcox, Millard, Dixon, Stegmaier, and more. See photos for best description. Will be
heavy to ship. All books are good reader condition.

296 Fifteen books related to streetcars, electrified railroads, etc. Railroads include North Shore, Pacific Electric, Cincinnati &
Lake Erie, etc. Noted authors include Middleton, Christiansen, Keenan, Zimmermann, etc. See photos for best description.
Items are good reader condition.

297 Twenty one books related to west coast American railroading. Includes three books on Western Pacific, four on Union
Pacific, two Great Northern, two Santa Fe and ten related to specific states and the Southern Pacific. Noted authors include
Eliot, Strapac, Lee, Duke, Strauss, Myrick and others. Books are good reader condition.

298 Seventy issues of Classic Toy Trains from 1997 to the mid 2000’s Good reader condition. Also small stack of early MTH
catalogs from the mid 1990’s . Will be heavy to ship.

299 Large group of Railroad recordings. Includes forty nine 78 RPM records. Some of the records include American Freedom
Train, O Winston Link, Nickel Plate steam and other large locomotives. Twenty five CD’s also included of the same
nature. A few music albums also included in those numbers. See photos for best description.

300 Large group of 61 VHS, DVD, and Beta railroad tapes. The bulk are VHS, 5 or so Beta and 6 DVD’s. See photos for best
description. Content highlights from Pentrex, Greg Scholl, and others.

301 Original Western Pacific Feather River porcelain sign. Measures 26 by 22.5 inches. Sign is dirty and has some rust and
porcelain loss at both lower corners.
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302 Very cool original Monon sign with the Monon logo. Aluminum sign measures 31.5 by 31.5 inches. Sign has been creased
across the top and damage to one mounting hole. Otherwise clean for the age.

303 Large group of railroad time tables. Includes twenty Santa Fe, eight Pennsylvania, three Great Northern, fifty seven
Amtrak, fifteen B&O, seven Norfolk and Western, four Louisville and Nashville, three Western Pacific, nineteen C&O,
four Rio Grande, six Burlington, one DT&I, nine Monon, fourteen Milwaukee Road, seventeen Canadian National, sixteen
Penn Central, two Rock Island, twelve Illinois Central, two Northern Pacific, two Southern, three Chicago and
Northwestern, four Seaboard, two Union Pacific, three New York Central, two Cotton Belt, four Pullman specific, and
sixty seven Southern Pacific. See photos for best description. Most are from the Mid 1950’s- mid 1970’s.

304 Large group of miscellaneous railroadiana. Includes thirty issues of Railroad magazine, matchbooks, silver butter knife
from the Greenbriar, two engineer caps, a few black and white 8 x 10 prints, two Lionel Hallmark ornaments, Great
Northern travel bag, and more. See photos for best description. Will ship in large box.

305 Lot of 8 MM railroad films. These appear to be personal films. Subject matter includes Kicking Horse Pass, Canadian
National at Edmonton, Conrail Indianapolis, Northwest Steel and Wire, Durango Narrow Gauge, Alton and Pacific,
Burlington Northern and Union Pacific freights, Penn Central, Milwaukee Road in Minnesota, Monon and N&W at
Indianapolis, steam includes 2102, 4501, Cass, and Indianapolis Light and Power, C&O in Ohio and West Virginian, Santa
Fe and Southern Pacific out west, Santa Fe Super Chief, California Zephyr, and so much more. Some silent some with
sound. Estimated about 6,000 feet of film. All appears to have been stored properly and in good condition.

306 Prewar American Flyer O/narrow gauge The Potomac passenger cars, 3180 club car, 3181 Pullman, and 3182 observation,
matching plates. Trains look nice C6.

307 Postwar American Model Toys O gauge Pennsylvania aluminum passenger cars, some are smooth and some ribbed, cars
should clean and polish to look very nice C6 area. Diner, 3160 coach, 4170 baggage car (variations), 5260 combine, City
of Ft. Wayne coach, City of New York vista dome, and City of Chicago observation. Cars all appear to have good
couplers.

308 Postwar Hornby Series O gauge freight cars, 163535 NE Brick gondola, and B.I. Cables depressed center flatcar with two
cable reels. Trains look C6.

309 Prewar Ives wide/standard gauge 185 Pullman Parlor car and 186 Pullman observation car, C6. 185 is missing a coupler
and 186 roof is older repaint.

310 Prewar American Flyer O gauge tinplate lithographed 9900 Burlington Zephyr streamline articulated diesel passenger train
with RPO powered unit, two coaches, and an observation car. Trains look C6.

311 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, two 2440 Pullman coaches, 2441 observation, trains should clean lower C6 area,
overall light surface rust. 2431 observation, should clean and polish C6. One 2440 is missing a coupler, 2441 is missing
coupler and an axle and wheels.

312 Postwar Hafner O gauge tinplate lithographed windup mechanical Union Pacific streamline diesel passenger trains. Two
mechanical M-10000 powered units, three coaches with vestibules and wheels, C6 area. One U.P. four wheel coach car,
C6. Five Union Pacific streamline cars included with surface rust, missing vestibules and wheels, etc.

313 Postwar Kusan-Auburn KMT Electric Trains O gauge Chicago and North Western passenger cars in original boxes, C6.
Two C-6002P Painted Roomette Car, C-6004P Painted Vista-Dome car, and C-600?P Painted Observation car. One
roomette car is missing a coupler knuckle. Boxes are very square and solid, observation box has an end taped shut.

314 Prewar Marx O gauge green and cream Union Pacific M10000 streamline articulated diesel passenger cars, three coaches
and a Coach Buffet observation car. Trains have some light surface rust, should clean C6 area.

315 Postwar AMT/KMT O gauge freight cars, six boxcars, stockcar, gondola, depressed center flatcar, and two cabooses.
Trains look C6-7. Two original AMT LM Ramp boxes included, square and solid with missing inner coupler protection
flaps. One boxcar is missing both couplers.
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316 Prewar Lionel standard gauge green New York Central Lines passenger cars, 35 Pullman and 36 observation. Trains have
very solid paint but need cleaned and polish with surface rust on couplers and wheels/axles. Trains should clean and polish
very nice C6 area.

317 Postwar KMT O gauge freight cars in original boxes in much better condition than normal. Gerber reefer in original
shipper, MKT Katy cattle car in C-8006 X N.Y.C.&St.L. box, C-9012 Southern Pacific Merchandise in OB, C-8001
Southern boxcar in OB, X104 A.T.S.F. caboose in hand identified OB. Two Southern cars look unrun, C8-9. Rest look C6
to C8. Boxes show light wear, square and solid.

318 Prewar Lionel O gauge 3859 automatic dump car and 2817 caboose. Trains should clean and polish nicer C6.
319 Postwar Kusan/KMT O gauge Union Pacific 1500 diesel Alco A units with no boxes, C6. K410C U.S. Army 42010 flatcar
in OB, 29048 Pennsylvania boxcar in OB, 36180 Wabash hopper in K-202 Pennsylvania OB, 71908 NKP gondola in OB,
2544 Cities Service tank car in OB, and 3821 Union Pacific caboose in OB. Freight looks C6 area. Wabash hopper has a
broken set of bay doors. Cities Service catwalk is missing two handrail posts, catwalk needs reglued. Boxes are square
and solid with some varying wear, PRR boxcar box is missing flaps on one end.

320 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, two 256 freight stations, 193 water tower, 45 gateman, 118 whistle station, 465 sound
dispatching station. One 256 has repainted roof, windows and door, no microphone for 465. Items should clean C6.

321 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars, five 3659 automatic dump cars and one 2657 caboose, C6.
322 Prewar Lionel standard/O gauge No. 94 high tension towers, one with terra cotta base and gray structure and other is red
with painted aluminum structure. Towers look C6 .

323 Prewar Lionel O gauge 262E steam locomotive with 262-T tender with orange stripe, C6.
324 Prewar Lionel standard/O gauge No. 92 floodlight towers in red and silver, two total. One has some rust on superstructure
below light base, otherwise towers look C6.

325 Marx O gauge windup mechanical Union Pacific M10005 diesel A units with 552 R.I. gondola, 90171 B.&L.E. boxcar,
and 3824 Union Pacific caboose, better C6 area. NYC The Mercury streamline steam loco with NYC tender, Toledo
coach, and Detroit observation, copper passenger cars, C6.

326 Prewar Lionel O gauge 254 center cab electric loco with two 610 Pullman coaches, and a 612 observation. Loco is missing
trim, trains otherwise look C6.

327 Prewar Lionel O gauge cabooses, four 817 and one 2817. One 817 has a hole drilled in cupola roof, 2817 is missing
coupler, and trains have surface rust here and there, trains otherwise look C6.

328 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 19 Parlor Car/baggage, flaking paint C6. Included is an original box for a 428 D. Green,
missing an end. Bottom of 19 is embossed with LIONEL MFG. CO.

329 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 281 Two Span Bridge in original box. Bridge spans have rust, C5-6. Box has detached
outer flap, square and solid.

330 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes. 352 ice depot set with depot, 6352 PFE ice car, instructions sheet,
two inspection slips, 90C controller, and five ice blocks. Train and depot should clean to look C8-9 area, train is unrun.
Box is very square and solid with little wear, no torn or missing flaps. 470 missile launching platform with exploding
target car, with; platform, and train chassis missing sides and roof. Train can look C6, platform should clean C7-8. Box is
square and solid with little wear.

331 Prewar Lionel O and Standard Gauge automatic gateman in original boxes, 45 and 045. Both have some surface rust.
Section of insulated Standard Gauge track with paper insert, some rust. Boxes have tape repairs to flaps, square and solid.
One original instructions sheet included. No. 45 OB includes insert.
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332 Postwar Lionel O gauge 114 newsstand with horn, with components in envelope; 464 lumber mill with components in
envelope; and 1047 switchman with flag in cellophane window front box with instructions sheet, timbers, and 145C
accessories contractor. Accessories look C6-7. 1047 box has detached flaps, inventory sticker. 464 has very small sticker,
otherwise C7-8.

333 SpecCast 1:25 scale die cast CON 001 Bantam C-35 Shovel. Shovel looks C9-10, box is square and solid.
334 Postwar Lionel O gauge 132 illuminated station in OB with inserts and instructions sheet. 257 station with horn in OB
with inserts, and components in envelope (missing the battery and two wire coils). 356 freight station in OB with insert,
364C control switch, and 356-35 set of 2 trucks in OB, missing one poster. Stations look C6-7. Boxes have some moisture
damage, fairly square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

335 SpecCast 1:25 scale die cast CON 002 Bantam C-35 Dragline. Dragline looks C9-10, box is square and solid.
336 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 45N automatic gateman in original boxes with instructions sheets and other components, and
76 warning bell and shack, should clean C6 area. Boxes are square and solid with 76 missing flaps, others with clear tape.

337 SpecCast 1:25 scale die cast CON 003 Bantam C-35 Backhoe. Backhoe looks C9-10, box is square and solid.
338 Postwar Lionel O gauge 145 automatic gateman in original boxes, three total. One has some rust on base, otherwise C6
area. One each: components envelope, instructions sheet, inspection slip, and 145C accessories contactor. Boxes have a
separated seam, clear tape, wear to flaps. Boxes are square and solid with no torn or missing flaps. Four 151 automatic
semaphores in original boxes, one has rust, otherwise C6 area. One box has missing end flap, one has clear tape, otherwise
solid boxes.

339 SpecCast 1:25 scale die cast CON 004 Bantam C-35 Crawler. Crawler looks C9-10, box is square and solid.
340 Prewar and postwar American Flyer, Lionel, and Marx O, S, and standard gauge bridges and tunnel, some in original boxes
with wear. Bridges range C6 area with some layout paint, surface rust, etc. Some bridges are in disrepair. Lot is sold as is
shown in photos with no returns or shipping.

341 Ertl Precision Construction No. 2 John Deere The Model 544J Wheel Loader 1/16th scale No. 15774, in original box.
Loader retains factory wrapping C9-10. Box shows light shelf wear.

342 Postwar Lionel O gauge GE 44 ton diesel switchers, 625 LV, 626 Baltimore and Ohio, 627 LV, and 628 Northern Pacific.
Typical screw cracks, 625 has cracked corner window strut, 626 has crack up nose, and such, C6.

343 Ertl Precision Construction No. 3 John Deere The Model 650J Dozer 1/16th scale, 45086 in original box. Dozer retains
factory wrapping, C9-10. Box shows little shelf wear.

344 Postwar Lionel O gauge tenders for steam locomotives. 2046W-50 w/Norfolk and Western sticker, unnumbered Southern
Pacific, unnumbered orange striped Pennsylvania, two Lionel Lines (one is semi-Scout), four Lionel Lines slopeback
tenders, and one modern era A.T.S.F. slopeback tender, some have cracks, missing step, etc., C6-7.

345 Reuhl John Deere 840 Diesel with John Deere 400 Elevating Scraper in original box, 1/24th scale Part Number JD840/400,
C9-10. Box shows little shelf wear.

346 Lionel Postwar O gauge KW 190 watt transformer in OB. Unit has original cord in good condition, instructions, and
inspection slip. Bottom stamped model R OB has masking tape on top and sides. C6-7.

347 Norscot 55151 1:50 scale, Cat 793D Off Highway Truck in original box, C9-10. Box shows a little light wear/dust.
348 Prewar Lionel standard/O gauge 440C Control Panel, three nice variations, darker maroon needs a little normal cleaning,
panels look nice C6-7.

349 First Gear 79-0184 International Harvester 433 dual engine pay scraper, 1/25th scale in original box, C9-10. Box shows
light wear. Not shown but included is the owner’s manual.
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350 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 0440, 440, and 440N position light signal bridges. 440N has some surface rust, C6 area.
0440 and 440 are better C6 area.

351 Prewar Lionel 45 automatic gateman standard gauge, in original box with an additional 45, C6. Two 41 contactors. Box
has detached top flaps.

352 Prewar Lionel standard gauge freight cars, unnumbered flat, unnumbered Pennsylvania tank car tank, tank car chassis, and
17 NYC&HRRR caboose. Tank and frame don’t match. Trains otherwise look C6 area.

353 Postwar Lionel O gauge 145 automatic gateman with components, 445 operating switch tower w/insert, and 1045 operating
watchman w/instructions sheet, 1045C, and insert. Accessories look C6-7. 145 base should clean to look a little better.
145 box has minor staples in top flaps and old paper Christmas stickers, otherwise boxes are very square and solid with no
torn or missing flaps.

354 Postwar AMT O gauge Southern ribbed aluminum passenger car, super nice C6-7 (very shiny cars). 3160 roomette, 3407
REA RPO baggage, Diner, Catawba River coach, Potomac River coach, and Cresent City observation. Couplers all appear
to be good.

355 SpecCast ZJD 1532 International Harvester TD-24 diesel crawler with Karry Arch and ZJD 1533 International Harvester
TD-24 diesel crawler with cable control Bullgrader in original boxes, C9-10. Boxes show light shelf wear.

356 Prewar Ives O gauge freight and passenger cars, C6 area. 36 and 66 Standard Oil tanks, three variations of 60 baggage/U.
S. Mail, 550 baggage/U.S. Mail, and 551 Chair Car. Three missing couplers.

357 First Gear 49-3172 Caterpillar D9 Series E tractor with 9S blade and No. 184 hydraulic control unit, in original box, C9-10.
358 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, 97 coaling elevator with controller, and 98 coal house C6.
359 First Gear Construction Pioneers 49-0108 International Harvester 560 Pay Loader, 1:25 scale in original box, C9-10. Box
has little if any wear.

360 Postwar Marklin O gauge Mitropa passenger cars, 17520 Speisewagen, and 17530 Schlafwagen. 17530 roof is missing a
mounting tab. Trains otherwise look C6-7.

361 Classic Construction Models Cat D7E track-type tractor with winch, 1:24 scale, in original box, C9-10. Box shows little
wear.

362 Postwar B.L.Z. Paris France O gauge passenger cars, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class coaches, and baggage car. Trains look nicer
C6 area. 2nd class coach missing couplers.

363 SpecCast CUST 812 Minneapolis-Moline 2 Star Crawler 1:16 scale, C9-10. Box shows little shelf wear.
364 Postwar Jep O gauge passenger cars, 1st and 2nd class 36 coach, 1st and 2nd class 3790 sleeping car, two 3rd class 38
coach/baggage cars, and 42980 Mail car, C6.

365 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, 1005 Sunoco Scout tank; 6025 Gulf tank; five 6465 Sunoco, Gulf, Cities Service,
Lionel Lines tanks, 6411 flatcar, and 6257 SP type caboose. 6257 has cracked roof,two 6465 have chipped shells,
otherwise C6.

366 SpecCast SCT 289 Oliver OC-12 crawler with blade in original box, C9-10. Box shows little shelf wear.
367 SpecCast SCT277 Allis Chalmers highly detailed HD-3 with industrial 60 backhoe and blade 1/16th scale. Ertl 15759A
John Deere 440 Crawler with blade 1/16th scale. SpecCast CUST 1008 Caterpillar R2 track-type tractor 1/16th scale.
Toys retain factory wrapping, C9-10.
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368 Postwar KMT O gauge United States Space Research diesel freight train with 2716 Alco diesel A unit (cracked front truck
mount and needs rewired), 4190 U.S.S.R. gondola with four KMT containers (one chipped, some missing lift rings), U.S.
A. 09840 RD flatcar w/120 Radar Scanner, U.S.A. 401098 PA224 flatcar w/Generator and searchlight (missing searchlight
and one hand rail), USAX 123 flatcar with TS-763 Dynamic Injection Compressortron (missing nib on bottom of a
coupler), and 35543 U.S. Space Research caboose (missing smoke stack tip and missing nib on bottom of a coupler).
Some cars have wires, loco has connections, some minor rewiring needed/probably needed, otherwise trains look very nice
C6-7.

369 Five Norscot Scale Model diecast 1:50 scale Caterpillar construction vehicles; 55161 Cat 994F wheel loader, 55133 Cat
24H motor grader, 55080 Cat 345B series II material handler with work tools, 55205 Cat 838H landfill compactor, and
55175 cat 657G wheel tractor scraper. Toys look C9-10. Boxes show very little to very light wear, price sticker.

370 Postwar Lionel O gauge industrial diesel switchers, 41 U.S. Army with cracked window struts and crack at rear screw; 51
Navy Yard New York with one cracked strut and crack at rear screw; and 57 AEC with missing struts and chipped roof
overhang and one missing hand rail rivet. Trains should clean to look C6 area, and appear to be functional units.

371 First Gear Construction Pioneers 49-0243 International-White, International Harvester Model 350 Pay Hauler 1:25 scale
diecast construction vehicle. Toy is C9-10 in OB. Box shows light wear.

372 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 59 Minuteman industrial switcher, chipped roof overhang, one cracked window strut, and
hairlines at both screws, C6. Box has inner tape repairs to one inner flap, otherwise box is quite square and solid.

373 Six Norscot Scale Models 1:50 scale diecast Caterpillar construction vehicles; 55004 CAT 5080 front shovel, 55025 CAT
D11R track-type tractor, 55115 CAT 992G wheel loader, 55098 CAT 5110B hydraulic excavator, and 55159 CAT 854G
wheel dozer, C9-10. Boxes show very little to very light wear.

374 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 455 oil derrick and pumper in original box with two inserts, components envelope,
instructions sheet, 364C controller, three wire coils, inspection slip, Sunoco sign, and four barrels, C8.

375 TWH Collectibles Bucyrus 49HR Blasthole Drill, 1:50 scale diecast highly detailed toy in original box, C9-10. Box shows
very little wear.

376 Jep O gauge clockwork mechanical windup steam locomotive, lithographed tinplate C6. Jep unnumbered O gauge Postes
Et Telegraphes passenger car, one truck is missing the two nibs holding one end of an axle in place. Train has rough finish
from warm storage, otherwise would look C8+.

377 First Gear Construction Pioneers 70-0155 International Harvester TD-25 with Sheep’s Foot Compactor in original box,
display dust, C9. Box shows little wear. Not shown but included is the owner’s manual.

378 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-1970 TCA boxcar and 6517-1966 TCA caboose. Caboose should clean unrun C8-9 area,
boxcar looks unrun C9-10. 6517-60 OB missing cellophane display window, otherwise C8-9. Boxcar OB is correct two
comma, C9-10.

379 First Gear 40-0190 International Harvester S series dump truck, 1:25 scale diecast toy, C9-10. Boxes show no wear.
380 Postwar Lionel O gauge Train Control Transmitter Type ECU-1 with older replaced cord, C6.
381 First Gear 40-0167A International Harvester S series with
Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck Trailer, in original box C9-10. Box has a small 1-1/2 inch tear to a flap fold, otherwise very
little wear.

382 Postwar lithographed tinplate O gauge mechanical windup steam locomotive and tender with two 2nd and 3rd class
coaches. Back of tender has a K inside a circle decal. Trains look C6. One coach is missing a coupler.

383 MRC and PH Hobbies power supplies and sound generators. Includes PS10G which is marked as repaired, MRC 6200
transformer marked broken, and two MRC 7000GS sound generators. Items look C8 but are sold as is.
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384 Lionel Postwar O gauge Union Pacific 2023 Alco power and dummy set. Powered loco is missing battery door. Locos are
C6 with some light frame rust and paint wear.

385 Postwar Jep O gauge lithographed tinplate passenger cars, one in original box. 4641 B Wagon Bagages in OB. Two eight
wheel SNCF Pullman coaches and one four wheel baggage car. 4662 four wheel baggage. Loose trains range C6 area.
4641B looks C8+ and may polish to look a little better.

386 First Gear 40-0184 International Harvester Equipment Sales S series with Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck Trailer, in original
box, missing trim (exhaust stack) otherwise C8-9.

387 Postwar Hornby Series O gauge passenger cars, three in original boxes, No. O Pullman Coach C566. Two are named
Aurelia and one is Viking, cars have a little surface rust on couplers, C6. One Pullman Marjorie passenger coach, C6. One
box is missing end flap, others have axle punctures, etc.

388 First Gear 79-0185 U.S. Army International 433 Dual Engine Pay Scraper in original box. Some styrofoam is stuck to
tires, otherwise C9 area. Box shows a little very light wear.

389 Postwar Hornby Series O gauge passenger cars, one in original box. Five 1st class coaches (one missing wheels, one
missing a coupler), two No. 21 9798 1st class coaches (one in OB). Trains should clean and polish C6 area. Box is square
and solid with no missing flaps.

390 TWH Collectibles T01006 Vermeer TG 7000 Tub Grinder with Loader and Peterbilt Model 379 4-Axle Day Cab in
original box, C9-10.

391 Postwar Jep O gauge lithographed tinplate steam locomotive and tender with two baggage and three postal cars. Some
surface rust on some cars, otherwise trains should clean to look C6.

392 First Gear 79-0174 U.S. Army International TD-25 crawler in original box, 1 of 300 made. C9-10 box shows little wear.
393 Postwar Hornby Trains O gauge passenger cars and original boxes, nine trains and five boxes. Some surface rust on some
couplers and axles, etc. Trains should clean and polish to look C6 area. Two 41 boxes and three 51 boxes, one 51 is
missing inner flaps, otherwise square and solid.

394 First Gear 49-0049 U.S. Army B-Model Mack Truck with Folding Gooseneck trailer, in original box C9-10. Box has small
tears around tuck flap, otherwise little wear.

395 Postwar Lionel O gauge Type ZW 275 watts transformer in OB with two inserts. Missing plug to cord, base has been
changed, original included, looks C6. Box looks C8. Six 260 illuminated bumpers and one 26 bumper, C6-8 with two
instructions sheets. Boxes have missing and detached flaps, square and solid.

396 First Gear 40-0167F S series with Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck Trailer in original box, C9-10. Box shows little wear.
397 Postwar Lionel O gauge illuminated passenger cars, two 2422 Chatham Pullman coaches, and 2423 Hillside observation,
C6. Boxes have detached and missing flaps.

398 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 40-0125 Allis-Chalmers HD-21 Crawler with Offset Disk Harrow in original box, C9-10.
Box shows little wear.

399 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2330 Pennsylvania GG-1 five stripe electric locomotive. Stripes are stronger on one side than
other, paint is extremely solid and shiny with little loss, very clean C6+.

400 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-199 International S Series Dump Truck in original box, c9-10. Box shows a little light
wear.

401 Postwar Lionel O gauge 671 steam locomotive with smoke chamber and 2671W Pennsylvania whistle tender, tender is
repainted, otherwise C7 in original boxes. Loco box is missing flaps on one end. Boxes have inserts.
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402 First Gear 79-0177 International TD-25 Crawler with Sheep’s Foot Crawler in original box, 1:25 scale diecast toy, appears
to be missing a tooth on a Sheep’s Foot drum. Otherwise C9 displayed area.

403 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania Tuscan 5-stripe GG-1 electric locomotive. Nice stripes that are very even from
end to end, one very small touchup on each side, C6-7.

404 SpecCast Caterpillar CUST 1130 Terracer with flanged steel wheels and gooseneck hitch, CUST 1106 No. 1 Terracer with
flanged steel wheels and gooseneck hitch, CUST 1105 No. 4 Hi-Way Patrol with flat steel wheels and tractor pole, 1:16
scale diecast toys in original boxes, C9-10. Boxes show little to very light wear.

405 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2429 Livingston illuminated Pullman passenger car in original box, C7-8. Box has partially
missing inner coupler protection flap, inner tape repair to tuck flap fold, box is otherwise square and solid.

406 Ertl 1/16th scale John Deere 772B Grader Part No. 511-10CO 0744 in original carton/box C9-10. Box shows light
storage/display wear.

407 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2340 Pennsylvania 5-stripe GG-1 electric locomotive, small touchup/wear to a nose corner,
otherwise nicer C6.

408 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0167B International S Series with Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck Trailer in original box,
C9-10 displayed. Box shows little wear.

409 Postwar American Flyer HO gauge 31004 Pennsylvania steam switcher locomotive and slopeback tender with 513
Baltimore and Ohio boxcar (missing one axle set), 33537 track cleaning car in OB, 540 combine, 541 coach, 542 coach,
33540 combine, and 33543 observation, Northern Pacific passenger cars, and 34600 12 pieces straight track. Trains look
nice C6, track cleaning car looks more 7+ in C8+ OB. Track is fairly clean with little tarnish, box has torn cellophane
window, flaps are not torn. Also included is a KlearPak 33549 boom and work car end cap. Superb lot for the Gilbert HO
operator.

410 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman, and 2423 Hillside
observation car, in original box, one 2421 is in a 2422 OB. Trains look C6++, very clean and sharp looking cars. Boxes
have missing flaps and wear to flaps, square and solid.

411 First Gear 40-0129 International TD-25 Crawler Firebreaker with Sweep ROPS, Ripper, Choker Cables, and Forest Fire
Ready, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box, C9-10. Box shows little wear.

412 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2340 Pennsylvania Tuscan 5-stripe GG-1 electric locomotive, stripes are slightly lighter on one
side, pretty solid from end to end. Train has fantastic paint, clean C6++.

413 Ertl 1/16th scale diecast No. 14511A 40th Anniversary The Case 580 Super M loader backhoe, in original box, C9-10
displayed. Box shows a little very light wear.

414 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, C6-7 area. 3472 operating milk car, 6520 searchlight car, 6555
Sunoco tank, 6457 caboose, 3461X automatic lumber car, 6462 red New York Central gondola, 6656 NYC stockcar, 3464
A.T.S.F. operating boxcar, and 6456 LV hopper. Some boxes have missing or detached flaps, some small tears, etc. Most
are fairly square and solid. Four logs, six wooden barrels, and six milk cans included.

415 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0071 International Harvester 560 Pay Loader 1:25th scale diecast toy in original box,
some glue repaired handrails, otherwise C8-9 displayed. Box shows no wear.

416 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania 5-stripe GG-1 electric locomotive in original box, tiny touchups, otherwise C7
with very strong stripes. Box is square and solid with a torn and a missing outer flap, insert included.

417 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0163 Allis Chalmers HD-41 Bulldozer with Blade and Ripper in original box, 1:25th
scale diecast toy, displayed C9-10. Box shows little wear. Not shown but included is the owner’s manual.

418 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania 5-stripe GG-1 electric locomotive, small touchups to green. Loco has Very
Strong stripes, not perfect but super nice. Loco looks C6-7 area.
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419 First Gear 49-0175 Caterpillar CAT No. 491 Scraper, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box, displayed C9-10. Box shows
little wear.

420 Postwar Lionel O gauge Master Carton for 2343 Santa Fe F3 twin diesel A unit locomotives. Empty carton only looks C8
area with a very small tear to a flap fold and very small tear at cloth covered corner.

421 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0126 International Harvester TD-25 Crawler with Side Boom and Counterweights
1:25 scale diecast toy in original box, displayed C9-10. Not shown but included is the owner’s manual.

422 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6014 Frisco boxcar (missing a coupler knuckle), unnumbered 3-dome Sunoco tank (surface rust
on underside of chassis), 6424 auto flatcar, two 6462 NYC gondola, 6044 Airex boxcar (light surface rust on chassis), 2429
Livingston Pullman passenger car (melt mark, scrape on bottom), C6 area.

423 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0199F International S Series Dump Truck, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box,
battery box needs reglued, otherwise displayed C9-10. Box has tears around flaps, otherwise very square and solid.

424 Postwar Lionel O gauge 622 A.T.S.F NW-2 diesel w/numbers on nose, 623 Santa Fe NW-2 diesel switcher, and 6220 A.T.
S.F. Santa Fe diesel road switcher (broken tip on antenna and stanchion mount), trains look C6-7.

425 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0200 International S Series tow truck, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box missing
trim pieces, displayed C8 area. Box shows no wear.

426 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe F3 A-B-A diesel units in original boxes, C6 area with added tether system. Two boxes
have inserts, all are missing flaps.

427 First Gear 49-0148 Caterpillar D9 series E tractor with No. 29 cable control in original box, missing minor trim, displayed
C8-9. Box has tears to box, still square and solid.

428 Postwar Lionel O gauge 682 steam locomotive with 2046W-50 Pennsylvania whistle tender, C7.
429 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0199B International Truck S series dump truck, 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box,
displayed C9-10. Box has a very small tear to corner, otherwise very square and solid with no wear.

430 Postwar Lionel O gauge aluminum passenger cars with three original boxes. 2530 REA baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn
observation, 2532 Silver Range vista dome, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, and 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman. Cars are very
clean and shiny better C6 area.

431 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25 scale diecast International Harvester TD-25 Crawler with Blade, Hitch and Winch
with Integral Arch (winch mount is broken, otherwise C8-9 displayed. Box shows no wear.

432 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locos and freight car shells, chassis, and some truck assemblies. One loco with no number
plates, 2026, 2682, 2654, 804, 2677. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

433 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0199A International Harvester S series dump truck, 1:25th scale diecast toy in original
box, displayed C9-10. Box shows no wear.

434 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2340 Pennsylvania GG-1 electric locomotive, restored C6.
435 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25 scale diecast toy in original box, 49-0135 International Harvester 175 Crawler/Dozer
with Demolition Bucket and Winch, displayed C9-10. Box shows no wear.

436 Prewar and postwar? diecast steam locomotive shells, 1120, 1110, and four repainted. Sold as is shown in our photos with
no returns. One of many parts lots.

437 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast toy in original box, 40-0147 International Harvester 175
Crawler/Dozer with 4-in-1 Bucket and Ripper, displayed C9-10.
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438 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, some with loads. Some cars have been restored (tank cars), some have repro loads
(flatcars). All loads are reproduction. Some chips, hairlines, scratches, etc. Overall trains look very nice. Sold as is with
no returns. View photos for more and better description.

439 SpecCast ZJD 1534 1:25th scale diecast International Harvester TD-24 Diesel Cawler with Superior Pipe Layer in original
box, displayed C9-10

440 Postwar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific diesel locomotives, 635 NW2, 645 unnumbered NW2, 1065 and 1066 Alco A units,
trains look C6-7 area.

441 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast 40-0121 International Harvester 560 Pay Loader with Log Forks in
original box. Hairline in cab roof, otherwise displayed C8 area.

442 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464 series boxcars, nicked/chipped steps, small touchups, etc. Trains should clean C6. 6464
-400, -1, -425, -275, -500, -425, -375, -25, -50, -525, -75, -225, -125, -200, -475, -275.

443 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast 40-0167 International S Series with Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck
Trailer in original box. Toy looks displayed C9-10. Box shows little wear.

444 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2625 Irvington Pullman, 2627 Madison Pullman, and 2628 Manhattan Pullman passenger cars,
C7. 2627 box has no missing flaps, C7. Two 2628 boxes have missing flaps and tape repairs. Boxes have inserts.

445 First Gear 40-0142 U.S. Forestry Service 1960 Mack B-61 Dump Truck, 1:25th scale diecast toy, C9-10. Box shows no
wear.

446 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6436-500 Lehigh Valley hopper in original box, hairline at one stretcher bar, O/W C7 area. Box
has missing and tape repaired flaps. O/W box is square and solid.

447 First Gear Construction Pioneers 49-0110 Golden Edition 1:25th scale diecast International Harvester 433 dual engine pay
scraper in original box, displayed C9-10. Box has some tears to flap corners, square and solid.

448 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel Alco locomotives with repaired, partially missing pilot, cracked pilots, etc., repaired shell,
etc. Locos are sold as is with no returns. View photographs for best and more description. Trains included: 1055P, 210P,
210T, 217P, 217C, 220T, 225P.

449 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast 70-0180 International Harvester 433 Dual Engine Pay Scraper in
original box, C9-10. Box has minor tears at flaps.

450 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1062 steam locomotive and unnumbered slopeback tender with 6076 LV hopper, 6561 depressed
center flatcar, 6464-900 NYC boxcar, (6402) flatcar, and 6167 caboose, trains should clean and polish C6-7.

451 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0015 Mack 1960 B-61 Heavy-Duty No. 501 in original box, truck is missing a turn
signal, otherwise C9-10. Box shows no wear.

452 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer with replaced cord, Model ZW (R) on underside of base, C6. Box is for a
ZW 250 watts, tape skinning, very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

453 First Gear Construction Pioneers 49-0153 International Harvester TD-25 Crawler with Side Boom and Counter weights,
1:25th scale diecast in original box, missing a counter weight top, otherwise displayed C9-10. Box shows little wear.

454 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2046 steam loco and 6026W whistle tender, trains look nice C6 with slight ding to one cab corner
and minor tiny touchups to loco running boards. Loco box included with small puncture that does not go entirely through,
otherwise C7.

455 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 313 Bascule Bridge with alignment frame, clean C6.
456 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast 40-0238 International Harvester 350 Pay Hauler toy in original box,
C9-10. Box shows little wear.
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457 Postwar Lionel O gauge 671 electronic steam locomotive shell, partial chassis, detached rear steps. Trains should restore
to look C6-7.

458 First Gear Construction Pioneers 1:25th scale diecast 70-0180 International Harvester 433 dual engine pay scraper toy in
original box, display C9-10. Box shows a little very light wear.

459 Postwar Lionel O gauge steam locos, tenders, one box, 167 whistle controller, reproduction/restored steam chest. Trains
look or should finish restoring to look C6-7 area. 2046 restored, restored unnumbered 2-8-4 steam loco with Atomic
motor, diecast tender on modern chassis w/electronics, NYC and PRR streamlined tenders with whistles. 2671W box
missing flaps.

460 Modern era Lionel O gauge 783 steam loco and New York Central tender with 6907 New York Central caboose, C8 area.
Some missing trim. Caboose may be unrun.

461 TWH Collectibles Stock# TWH012B-01148-623/02 Bucyrus 495HR High Performance Electric Mining Shovel, 1:50th
scale diecast toy. Shovel has some bent, broken, and a piece of missing, handrail trim. Shovel looks displayed C9 area.
Box shows little wear. This large 33.2 pound toy will be shipped in original shipper that measures 31 inches long, 21-1/4
inches tall, and 17-1/2 inches wide. You can use these dimensions and weight for an estimate of shipping cost via UPS.

462 Postwar Lionel and Kris Model Trains O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Trains look C7-10. 6825 flat w/bridge, 6572
REA car with rust, 6826 flat missing trees, 6162-110 NYC gondola w/three red canisters, 6062-50 NYC gondola w/two red
canisters and small sheet of wrap, KMT Xmas boxcar, and KMT U.P. Automated Railway boxcar. Boxes range from
missing display panel, missing flap, etc. to very square and solid C8-9.

463 First Gear Construction Pioneers 49-0103 1:25 scale diecast Allis Chalmers Mack B-Model with Folding Gooseneck
Trailer in original box, displayed C9-10. Box shows little wear.

464 Postwar Lionel O gauge empty boxes, 736W, 736, 2046W, 2334P, 6257, 2224W, 252, 3359, 2046W, 3360, 3424, 2046W,
410, 3464, 2426W, 2671, 2344C, 2344T, LTC, 022, 6672, 022. Some are flattened, some missing flaps, some tears, etc.
Boxes are sold as they are shown in the photos with no returns, view photos for best description of quantity and condition.

465 Four First Gear diecast construction toy trucks in original boxes, some have loose trim in box, displayed C8-9. 10-3812
Peterbilt Model 367 with Bridgemaster Mixer 1:34 scale, 10-3742 Mack Pinnacle with East Tipper Trailer 1:34 scale, 40
-0189 International S-series service truck 1:25 scale, and 40-0180 CASE International S-series service truck 1:25 scale.
Boxes show little wear.

466 Postwar Lionel O gauge 352 ice depot set with 6352 reefer, components envelope, insert. 456 coal ramp set with 3456
N&W hopper, components envelope, insert. 456 ramp looks C7. 352 looks C7. Trains look C7-8. Two 456c included,
one chipped missing wires, one with broken cover. 456 OB has tear to tuck flap and corresponding crease, very bright
printing. 352 OB is very square and solid.

467 First Gear Construction Pioneers 40-0157 International S-series with Tri-Axle Folding Gooseneck Trailer in original box,
displayed C9-10. Box shows no wear.

468 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6465, 6454, 6024, 6468-25, 6362, 6802, and four 6462 (one is -100). Trains range C6-8. Boxes
have some torn, replaced, or missing flaps, etc. Several are square and solid with no missing flaps. One 6462 has barrels
and an inspection slip.

469 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0012 1960 Texaco B-Model Tow Truck in original box, displayed C9-10. Box has tiny
tear at flaps. Box otherwise shows little wear.

470 Postwar Lionel O gauge 50 gang car, 3520 searchlight car, 3562-25 A.T.S.F. barrel car, and 3424 Wabash brakeman car, in
original boxes C7-8. 3562-25 OB has missing and tape repaired flaps. Other boxes are very square and solid with no
missing flaps.

471 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0003 1960 Mack Model B61 Tow Truck in original box, C9-10. Box shows little wear.
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472 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, 3462, 3472, and 3482 milk cars; 3451 and 3461 automatic lumber
cars, 2411 flatcar, 6656 stock car, and 6417-25 caboose. Trains look nice C6-8. 3482 is in a 3464 SF box. Some boxes
have some tape repairs, replaced flaps, missing flaps. Boxes are generally square and solid.

473 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0021 High Mountain Snow Removal B-Model high feature dump truck with plow.
Exhaust trim has come loose, displayed C7-8. Box has small tear to a flap, otherwise very little wear.

474 Postwar and modern era, Lionel and K-Line O gauge trains. Postwar NW-2 diesel switcher with restored shell, K-Line
6410 Seaboard boxcar, K-Line 5210 MKT stockcar, K-Line 5111 PRR boxcar, unnumbered Lionel caboose. Some cars
are missing wheels, catwalk end, etc. Trains are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

475 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 48-0039 Ernest Holmes 1960 Mack B-Model Tow Truck in original box, displayed C9-10.
Box shows no wear.

476 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1872 Western and Atlantic The General steam locomotive with 1872T tender, 1875 WARR
passenger coach, 1875W WARR passenger coach with whistle (missing a brake wheel), and 1876 W&ARR baggage.
1875 OB with tape repairs and very small tears, otherwise quite solid.

477 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 40-0195 Ernest Holmes International S-Series Tow Truck in original box, displayed C9-10.
Box shows little wear.

478 Prewar Lionel and Scale Craft OO gauge steam and passenger trains. 003 Hudson type steam loco, 0046 Southern Pacific
hopper, and 0044 Pennsylvania boxcar, C6 area. 0017? caboose repainted, sold as is. Three Scale Craft passenger cars in
original boxes, two unassembled with instructions and one assembled. 0074 and 004 boxes flattened and missing flaps
included. Passenger car kit boxes show mild wear.

479 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0041 1960 B-61 Heavy-duty Wrecker, Bull Dog Towing, in original box, displayed C9
-10.

480 Postwar Marx O gauge No. 3987 Stream Line Steam Type Electric Train Set with streamline steam loco and New York
Central tender, 59 Union Pacific cattle car, 552 Rock Island gondola, 553 Santa Fe Middle States Oil, and 556 NYC
caboose, c8-9. Clean curved and straight 027 track, and Model No. 7 50 watts transformer, included. Box is
moderately/heavily worn.

481 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 40-0113 Ridge Way Garage 1960 Mack B-61 Heavy-Duty Wrecker toy in original box,
displayed C9-10.

482 Postwar Lionel O gauge 623 Santa Fe A.T.&S.F. NW-2 diesel road switcher locomotive, chip at screw, very clean C6.
Box is flattened and missing flaps.

483 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 48-0029 Ernest Holmes Demonstrator 1960 Mack B-Model Tow Truck toy in original box,
missing a front turn signal trim piece and a little styrofoam on some wheels, otherwise displayed C9 area. Box shows no
wear.

484 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1872 The General steam locomotive, two 1872T W&ARR tenders, 1865 Western and Atlantic
Railroad passenger coach, 1866 WARR baggage, and 1875W W&ARR passenger coach with whistle (missing both brake
wheels but mounting nibs are fully intact) tiny chips to two roof corners, trains look C6 area.

485 First Gear 1:25th scale diecast 49-0028 U.S. Forestry Service, Dept. of Ag. B-Model Mack Truck with Folding Gooseneck
Trailer in original box, displayed C9-10. Box has lightly dinged corner, otherwise little wear.

486 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 353 Circus streamline steam locomotive and tender with two flatcars, one Pullman
passenger coach, track, directional control, and 706 uncoupler. Trains look very nice clean C6 area. One flatcar is missing
brake wheels. Circus wagons have missing upper corners, one is missing an axle mount. Track has minor small spots of
light surface rust. Also included are window inserts, S gauge wheels, Marx O ga. track terminal.
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487 Five Ertl Die-Cast Promotions 1:16th scale diecast toy trucks in original boxes. Trucks look displayed C9-10. All five are
Toy Trucker and Contractor Exclusives. #40064 Model K-5 International with Baker “V” Plow, #40060 International
Model KB-5 Coburg No. 98 Fire Dept. Fire Truck, #40042 International Model KB-5 1948 wrecker (loose, broken,
missing trim), #40041 International Model K-5 1946 Grain Truck (glue repaired side mirror), #40040 International Model
KB-5 1948 Flatbed Truck. Trucks look displayed C7-9. Boxes show little wear.

488 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge tender shells, chassis, modern era chassis, caboose shell and chassis with parts, 831
flatcar w/lumber in OB. Items are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

489 Four Norscot 1:50th scale diecast military construction vehicles and one Ertl 1:50th scale diecast military construction
vehicle. Vehicles are in original boxes, displayed C8-10, boxes show little to very light wear. Norscot vehicles are: 55110
Cat D8R Series II Military Track-Type Tractor, 55111 Cat 140H Military Motor Grader,
55112 Cat 623G Military
Elevating Scraper, and 55126 Cat 980G Military Wheel Loader. Ertl is: 45078 John Deere 624K Wheel Loader.

490 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 282 remote control gantry crane with controller. Listing is for two cranes, rewired controllers,
otherwise C7-8. One components envelope, instructions, two wire coils, four pieces iron scrap. Instructions are
reproduction.

491 Postwar and modern, Lionel, American Flyer, Revell, Tru-Scale, Jo-Hann, Pola, Tyco, and others. HO, S, O, G gauges,
and possibly other scales. Switches, crossover, track, freight cars, buildings, unbuilt kits, model kits. Some items built,
some unbuilt, some new in package, some used in package, some in disrepair, etc. Entire lot is sold as is shown in photos
with no returns. This lot if shipped will be heavy and in multiple boxes.

492 Four First Gear diecast construction trucks in original boxes. 19-0041 Dodge Ram van 1:25th scale, 19-0024 1937
Chevrolet Full Stake 1:30th scale (missing trim, cracked front bumper and headlight), 19-0031 International 4400 High
Performance Truck 1:34th scale, and 19-0032 Front Discharge Mixer 1:34th scale, displayed C7-9.

493 Modern era Lionel mirror, Enesco cookie jar in OB, empty collectors tin with oxidation and dented lid, four LGB shopping
bags, display board with acrylic cover (28-3/8 inches long x 4-5/8 inches wide). Items are sold as they are shown in our
photos with no returns. Due to the very fragile nature, this lot may be shipped in multiple boxes.

494 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, 38 operating water tower with broken lid, typical inner tank repairs, etc. in original
box with missing flaps, insert present. 115 station, needing to be reassembled. 164 lumber shed with controller. Items in
this lot are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

495 Four 1:25th scale diecast Bobcat construction vehicles. A770 All-Wheel Steer Loader, T770 Compact Track Loader,
CT235 Compact Tractor, and E35 Compact Excavator, C9-10. A770 has minor tears around display window, otherwise
boxes show very little wear.

496 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 773 Hudson steam type locomotive original box with insert. Box has two tiny punctures, very
small stain, some silverfishing to flap tape, etc. box is high C9 area in shape. Original Lionel prewar 700T tender for the
scale Hudson, very small chip to chassis at side of front coupler, otherwise should clean to look nice C7 area.

497 Two Norscot 1:16th scale diecast track type tractors in original boxes, C9-10. Boxes show little to light wear. 55201 CAT
Twenty and 55154 CAT Twenty-Two.

498 Postwar Fleischmann O gauge trains, two 99 221 steam tank type locomotives (one is mechanical/windup and other is
electrical), G.F.N. 45575 goods wagon, GFN 46080 boxcar, and GFN 46585 Shell tank car. Boxcar has some oxidation
and very light surface rust, otherwise trains look nice C7-8.

499 Ten New Ray Long Hauler Semi-Tractors and Trailers in original boxes, 1:32th scale diecast. Various models and
company names, C9-10. Some boxes show a little very light shelf wear, inventory stickers.

500 Postwar Marklin O gauge passenger cars, two 17280 and one 17320, C6.
501 Ten New Ray Long Hauler Semi-Tractors and Trailers in original boxes, 1:32th scale diecast. Various models and
company names, C9-10. Some boxes show a little very light shelf wear to light wear, inventory stickers.
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502 Postwar Marklin RS 880 keywind mechanical electric loco, C6-7. Missing one control knob.
503 Ten New Ray Long Hauler Semi-Tractors and Trailers in original boxes, 1:32th scale diecast. Various models and
company names, C9-10. Some boxes show a little very light shelf wear, inventory stickers.

504 Postwar Marklin O gauge passenger cars, three 17250 2nd/3rd class coaches, two 17260 baggage, and one 17260 Po
postal/mail car. One 17260 has had a light added to the end of car, otherwise trains look C6 area.

505 Eleven New Ray Long Hauler Semi-Tractors and Trailers and other trucks in original boxes, 1:32th scale diecast. Various
models and company names, C9-10. Some boxes show a little very light shelf wear, inventory stickers.

506 Prewar Karl Bubb? O gauge four wheel freight cars with a little surface rust, nicer C6+. Unnumbered tank car and
unnumbered gondola with doghouse. Tank car is marked Made in Germany on tank and underside of frame.

507 Bruder 1:16 scale construction toys in original packaging. Packaging shows light wear, toys have light storage dust, C8
-10. 02437 Caterpillar Grader, 02813 Mack truck and JCB 4CX, 02814 Mack truck, 02818 Mack Liebherr .

508 Prewar B.L.Z. made in Paris, O gauge freight cars, Wine Wagon and SNCF flatcar. Trains look very nice C6+.
509 New Ray 1:32nd scale diecast toy vehicles in original packages, C8-10. Some packages have missing material, tears, tape
repairs, etc. Square and very solid packaging.

510 Prewar Bing O gauge 44865 NE gondola (missing a coupler), 10596 Schwerin gondola w/doghouse, 99070 Deutsche
Reichsbahn Hamburg gondola, and 541995 Esso/Standard tank w/doghouse. Trains look nice C6 area.

511 Norscot diecast construction vehicle toys in original boxes. 56018 1:32nd scale Lexion 590R Combine. 55142 Cat 777D
Off Highway Truck with Klein Water Tank. Unnumbered Caterpillar Cat 918F Wheel Loader. Boxes show little to light
wear, couple price stickers.

512 Postwar Lionel O gauge 202 Union Pacific and 216 Minneapolis and Saint Louis, diesel Alco A units. Hairline at slot on
202 and rust on 216 frame. Trains otherwise look C6.

513 First Gear 79-0170 Michael Waltrip #15 NAPA NASCAR. New Ray 14313 1:32nd die-cast Shell Peterbilt Model 379.
Norscot 55166 1:50th diecast Cat Engine Mural Truck and 55169 CAT Attitude/Experience Mural Truck. Some display
dust on some, otherwise C9-10. Boxes show little to light wear.

514 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars with oxidation, light surface rust, paper/storage imperfections. Trains have strong
paint/lithography, C6. Boxes have missing flaps.

515 First Gear 40-0162 1:25th scale diecast Hydraulic Offset Disk Harrow, 70-0181R 1:25th scale diecast Sheep’s Foot
Compactor, and 70-01810 1:25th scale diecast Sheep’s Foot Compactor, in original boxes, displayed C8-10. Boxes show
little wear.

516 Postwar Hornby O gauge mechanical key wind lithographed tinplate ZZK-3 S.N.C.F. 1st and 2nd class streamlined diesel
passenger train, C6.

517 First Gear Cat DW20 w/491, International TD25 Series C. Norscot Caterpillar 784C Tow Haul w/RGS-225. Ertl 15140
Precision Construction 1/26th scale The Model 650H Dozer in original box. Ertl 15140 has broken tracks, others have
display dust. Vehicles look C8-9.

518 Jep O gauge freight cars as follows: S.N.C.F. Stef 4566 boxcar, four wheel JdeP pipe car, unmarked wine? car, Huile D.F.
Surcarburant Azur Desmarais Freres tank car, unmarked log car, trains look very nice C6 range. Boxcar has a couple old
touchups to roof.

519 First Gear 1:50th scale diecast Caterpillar 797F haul truck, 1:25th scale diecast Allis-Chalmers HK-41 track type dozer
with ripper, and 1:25th scale diecast A-C HD-21 track type dozer with hydraulic offset harrow disc. Toys should clean to
look C8-9 area. Toys could be missing trim and small minor parts. A-C HD-41 has loose window inserts included.
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520 Hornby O gauge passenger cars in original boxes, trains should clean and polish very nice C6-7. 4218 Voiture Restaurant
Vo OR, Voiture Voyageurs OV, Voiture Mixte OM, and 4025 Voiture Pullman Vo OP. Boxes are C8+ range with original
French price tags.

521 Three First Gear 1:25th scale diecast semi-tractors with Tri-axle Gooseneck folding trailers. Some missing/loose minor
trim and parts, otherwise C7-8. One is Case, one is Mobile Excavating, and third is First Gear. Loose mirrors and flags
included.

522 Hornby O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, C6-7 range. Two 3.1225 lithographed tinplate windup mechanical locos
(one missing smoke stack), two 2528 lithographed tinplate tenders, 3615 lithographed tinplate windup mechanical steam
locomotive (missing one shroud). Two electric steam locomotives and tenders, one black S.N.C.F. and one brown (loco
missing a front bumper) with tenders. One larger S.N.C.F. four wheel tender.

523 Three First Gear 1:25th scale diecast construction truck toys. Haines and Kibblehouse V-blade snowplow dump truck, Ray
Meyer Fossils tow truck, and International Harvester service truck. Trucks have missing/broken trim parts. Trucks should
otherwise clean to look C7-8.

524 Postwar Fleischmann O gauge 99 221 tank type steam locomotive, 45575 GFN gondola, and two 400 2nd and 3rd class
passenger coaches. Loco has damage and light surface rust around winding key hole. Trains otherwise look C6.

525 Various diecast toy trucks of different scales. New Ray semitractor with trailer, unmarked CIFA concrete truck, First Gear
semitractor and trailer, First Gear military truck, and Jada 92351 International Durastar 4400 flat bed in original box.
Trucks range C-10. Box shows little wear.

526 Postwar Marx HO gauge 17460 NYC diesel switcher set with track and transformer in OB. 6456 barrel loader in OB with
instructions sheet, controller and wire coils. 6454 two light block signal in OB. 6425 crossing watchman with wire coils
and instructions sheet in OB. 6049 1000 plus milliamperes transformer in OB with supple cord. Nice grouping of items
ranging in the C7-8 range. Also included is an Erie 6028 automobile carrier missing movable upper level/ramp, sold as is
shown with no returns. Boxes show light wear, super nice for Marx boxes.

527 Varied lot of railroadiana/railroad collectibles, toy trains, diecast toy cars, Amtrak blanket in bag, Jim Beam observation
car decanter, etc. Items in this lot are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

528 Two early prewar? Bing? or other European manufacturer(s), O gauge stations C6 area. Larger station is marked Germany
on underside, measures approximately 157mm tall to chimney, other measures approximately 9cm tall to roof ridge with
Made in Germany on underside.

529 Postwar Tri-Ang Hornby HO gauge RS.602 Pullman Express set in original box with track, C7. Box has torn and missing
display window, torn flap, etc. Ingar Biglietti station, C6. TER Japanese tinplate HO gauge station with catalog leaflet, C9
area with original price sticker.

530 Corgi, Premier’s, Dinky Toys, diecast toys, some in original boxes, C6 to C9-10. One trailer has broken tongue, sold as is
shown in our photos with no returns.

531 Postwar Hornby and JEP station, Dublo switch tower transformer, IBR isolating rail and switch, No. 1 signal gantry in OB,
No. 2 signal double arm A841 in OB. Items look C6 range. No. 1 box has split lid corners, No. 2 box is square and very
solid.

532 Prewar Marx Streamline Electric Speedway in original box, track, transformer, Hawk, Shooting Star, and overhead bridge,
C6-7. Box has missing material.

533 Postwar Marx, Hafner, Unique Arts, O gauge tinplate lithographed and plastic toy trains. Steam loco and tenders, freight
cars, S&G tunnel in original paper wrapper. Lot is sold as is shown in photos with no returns.
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534 Postwar Lionel HO gauge 14260 5 unit diesel freight complete an ready to run, C7-8 with oxidation on plastic and track
rails, box is square and complete with light wear, dirt/darkened. Original paper work, track and transformer included.
5753 Complete and Ready to run Diesel Freight with Headlight, C6-7. Some track, transformer, instruction included. Box
has moderate wear and tears with tape repairs.

535 Modern era T-Reproductions standard gauge 129-B Lionel prewar terrace in original box, C8 area. Box shows mild wear,
packing tape.

536 Modern era Lionel Classics standard gauge 13803 racing automobiles in original box, lightly run C8-9. Box shows light
wear.

537 Modern era Lionel O gauge TCA and LCCA passenger and freight cars in original boxes. 0511, 7205, 7206, 7212, 9544,
9268, 9435, 7403, 9036, 9460, 6112, 9358, 9319, 7812, 9868, C8 to C9-10. Boxes show little to light wear.

538 Modern era Lionel O gauge club cars in original boxes, LCCA, TCA, and TTOS. 9678, 9742, 9123, 17876, 6926, 6567,
5734, 17873, 9701, 9864, 9118, 9727, 6315, 9155, 9774. Also included is 52025 Madison Hardware LCCA Special
Edition semi-tractor and trailer in OB. Lot is C8 to C9-10. Boxes show very light to little wear.

